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Google satellites may make
waves in maritime satcoms
Internet search giant Google is reportedly interested in building
a global satellite network to provide internet access anywhere on the planet
– a project that could potentially have a major impact on ship communications
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n June 1 the Wall Street
Journal
reported
that
Google is planning to spend
more than $1 billion to launch its own
constellation of 180 satellites, with the
capability of providing satellite
broadband across the globe.
Such a move could potentially lead
to significant reductions in the price
of maritime satellite antennas and
communications at sea, even though
the internet giant will not necessarily
be targeting the shipping industry.
The California-based corporation
is reportedly contemplating placing
the satellites in Low Earth Orbit, similar to the positioning of the 66-satellite Iridium L-band network, but
instead providing global Ku-band
coverage.
“It could definitely revolutionise
the cost of maritime terminals, and
the price of capacity could be considerably cheaper,” technology consultant Tim Farrar, TMF Associates, told
Digital Ship.
“The real question is whether
Google considers this a worthwhile
segment to pursue, given the relatively modest size of the maritime
industry compared to terrestrial
broadband.”
Following the Wall Street Journal
report, satellite maker Skybox
Imaging announced on June 10th that
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Google has purchased satellite company Skybox Imaging, enhancing its
satellite capabilities. PHOTO: Skybox
it had entered into an agreement to be
acquired by Google, as part of plans
to improve satellite imaging capabilities on its Google Maps product.
A few days later, the search engine
developer was also reported to be in
talks to buy a stake in Sir Richard
Branson’s Virgin Galactic. Such a deal
would give Google access to
Galactic’s LauncherOne, an in-development vehicle designed to carry
small satellites into orbit.
“Google has been recruiting a
team of satellite engineers to design a

constellation of Low Earth Orbit
satellites to provide global coverage
for broadband,” said Mr Farrar.
“It has been reported that they
are looking at smaller, cheaper terminals than – say – O3b. They are
looking at the Ku-band frequency
band rather than the Ka-band that
O3b is using.”
“They will have a polar orbiting
constellation, a lot like Iridium,
whereas O3b is equatorial orbit. So
they will be covering everywhere on
the globe and the system design
continued on page 2
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Darren Reeves, General Manager - Stanford Marine L.L.C.

Headquartered in Dubai, Stanford Marine operates 40 offshore supply vessels throughout
the Middle East and Africa.
“Our business is reliant on the secure transfer of data – that’s why we chose Dualog,”
says General Manager Darren Reeves. “With Dualog solutions on our vessels my crew have
internet access and my IT Team can remotely monitor and control bandwidth usage.”
“Dualog provides excellent support and a complete overview – that’s very important.
They are second to none,” concludes Darren Reeves.
www.dualog.com
(+47) 77 62 19 00
sales@dualog.com
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SATCOMS
appears compatible with using crosslinks
between all the satellites, again like
Iridium.”
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Legacy development
During a phone interview, Mr Farrar
explained how the Google plans combine
elements of two previous projects.
“In the 1990s you had two main systems
looking at (satellite) broadband connectivity. One was called Teledesic, which was a
polar orbiting Low Earth Orbit constellation, a lot like Iridium, with crosslinks
between the different satellites. That was
supposed to operate in Ka-band and was
backed by Boeing and Motorola,” he said.
“The other Low Earth Orbit system, the
main one, was a company called
SkyBridge, which was backed by Alcatel,
which is now Thales Alenia Space. The
plan there was not to have polar orbit, not
to have crosslinks, but to use the Ku-band
frequency band.”
The Google system appears to be based
on a polar orbiting constellation, probably
with crosslinks, but using the Ku-band
frequencies that SkyBridge was planning
to use.
“So it is a sort of combination of those
two systems, in essence,” said Mr Farrar.
“The key advantage of this Ku-band frequency is that obviously it is widely used
already and there is no one else who has
priority over them for use of this spectrum
in this non-geostationary configuration.”
“SkyBridge got all the rulings that
allowed this to happen, but then in
2005 there was no perceived demand so
they didn’t go ahead and actually build
the system.”
A Google-backed company called
WorldVu Satellites, which also uses the
name L5, has filed for the legacy frequency and reportedly secured priority ITU filing status.
“WorldVu is sort of bringing together
the advantages of this frequency band
with the sort of configuration that
Teledesic had, which allows you potentially to do crosslinks and therefore not
have to have gateways in every country,”
said Mr Farrar.
“You can bring back the traffic over the
crosslink and put it into gateways in the
US like Iridium did, or somewhere else,
and connect to the internet backbone very
efficiently, rather than be reliant on fibre to
get you from the country that you’re operating in to connect to the rest of the world.”
The TMF consultant noted that the payloads will need to be light for the project to
take off.
“It will require a lot of clever design to
get the size of the satellites down to the
sort of 100 kilogramme target that has been
set. That would be a big advance,” he said.
“Part of the reason that Google bought
Skybox is presumably to learn from what
Skybox has done in terms of reducing the
size and weight of its imaging satellites. So
there is a need for a lot of clever design
work to be done to get down to the size target – and the size target really has a big
influence on the overall cost.”
“If they can get to 100kg, then the initial
180 satellites that they plan to launch
could probably be built, launched, insured
and everything for somewhere around
US$1.5 to 2 billion. If they had to have a
bigger satellite – say a 200 or 300kg satel-

lite – to achieve the capacity they are looking for, then you would be talking about
the 180 satellites probably costing more
like US$3 billion.”
Mr Farrar notes that it would also be
more challenging to launch a large number
of the heavier satellites in a short period of
time, as a greater number of rockets would
be required.
“On the technical side, what needs to be
done is to get the weight of the satellite
down, or the mass of the satellite I should
say, down to this target level because that
will have a huge influence on the budget
and the time,” he said.
Mr Farrar said that he expects that the
Google constellation will probably utilise
flat panel antennas for reception of signals, such as the one being developed by
US-based Kymeta in cooperation with
O3b Networks.
“The filing that WorldVu has made suggests that the first 180 satellites would be at
950km altitude. That is slightly higher than
Iridium,” he explained.
“For Skybox, there is a big advantage to
being very close to Earth because the closer you are, the better quality of the photos
you can take for a given lens, for a given
camera on your satellite. So Skybox is talking about very low orbits and satellites that
might burn up after three or four years.”
“To get continuous coverage all the time
of the whole surface of the Earth, the lower
you are, the more satellites you need. And
this 950km satellite orbit will fit nicely with
the 180 satellites. If you went lower than
that, you would start to need more satellites. Or the satellite wouldn’t be visible at
its higher angle above the horizon.”
Mr Farrar suggests that such a configuration would work well with flat panel
antenna technology, such as that under
development by Kymeta.
“Those antennas don’t work well at low
elevation angles. They don’t work well
when trying to communicate with a satellite that is near the horizon if they are off to
the side of the antenna. So they need to
have high elevation angle satellites to work
with the low cost terminals. Otherwise you
need tracking dishes that are following the
satellite across the sky and that gets very
expensive,” he said.

Revenues
Mr Farrar believes that Google’s space project probably isn’t aimed at generating direct
revenues from users of satellite broadband
services, but creating indirect benefits.
“This doesn’t appear to be intended to
be a profitable project on its own. The
objective here is not to try and generate billions of dollars of revenue from providing
internet connectivity services,” he said.
“More availability of broadband means
that people will search more and they will
see more adverts if they can access Google
for free than they would if they have to
pay for it or access to broadband is more
constrained.”
As an example, Mr Farrar points to a
$500 million investment Google made in a
company called Clearwire and its WiMAX
network in the US a few years ago.
“They lost something like 90 per cent of
the money they invested. But it was still a
great success because as a result of
Clearwire moving forward with its
WiMAX network, Verizon went on to
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‘If they can do this, it could be very useful
in maritime as well as on land’ – Tim
Farrar, TMF Associates

build its LTE network for 4G sooner than it
might otherwise have done – and that
meant that Google could generate potentially billions of dollars of revenue from
searches by people with smartphones,”
he said.
Similarly, Mr Farrar said that Google’s
space venture would probably have consequences for the shipping industry, especially in terms of antenna prices, but he
doubted that the internet giant would go
after the maritime market as a target in and
of itself.
“The question is how much Google will
really want to sell these services commercially and maximise the revenue and
potential profitability of the business.
Certainly if they’re able to develop a system that works effectively with the flat
panel Kymeta-like antennas, then those
would be very attractive for maritime
users because they would be cheaper terminals than steerable dishes that you need
at the moment to operate in Ku- or Kaband,” he said.
“If they can do this, it could be very useful in maritime as well as on land. The only
real question is, to what degree is Google
really targeting maximising the revenue
opportunity here? In which case targeting
maritime is one of the opportunities that
would be worthwhile versus using it more
as a non-commercial lever to get better
broadband on land.”
“It doesn’t matter a whole lot to
Google’s search revenues, advertising revenues, whether a few tens of thousands of
ships, with a relatively low number of
crew, would be able to get more connectivity. That doesn’t move the needle compared to having tens of millions of people
on land having better broadband access.”
However, if a cheaper source of global
satellite communications capacity becomes
available, accessible via low cost antennas,
it is easy to imagine any number of enterprising companies looking to re-package
this resource for maritime customers.
In the same way that Ku-band satellites
initially launched to provide television
coverage on land created opportunities for
VSAT at sea, perhaps Google satellites will
be the next game changer to turn maritime
satcoms on its head.
DS
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Intellian expands
Seoul facility
www.intelliantech.com
South-Korean antenna manufacturer
Intellian has officially opened its newly
expanded Innovation Centre in Seoul, saying that the extra space will allow it to
increase production.
The $20 million investment, announced
last October, gave Intellian an extra 6,596
square metres, distributed over two additional floors.
The space will also be used for research
& development of maritime satellite communication and entertainment systems.
Intellian, which celebrates its 10th
anniversary, says that it has shipped over
23,000 antennas around the world. It
adds that it plans the launch of several
new products to the market over the
coming months.

Satcom Global has appointed Geoff
Davison as director of Global Customer
Services. Mr Davison previously worked
as head of support at AND Group and
as product manager for Thuraya. Based
in Satcom Global’s Bangkok office, he will
be responsible for the planning and implementation of customer support strategy.
www.satcomglobal.com

Rocket failure likely to delay GX launch
www.inmarsat.com
Inmarsat has admitted that a delay in the
launch schedule for its two remaining
Global Xpress satellites is now likely, following the failure of an unrelated launch
using the Proton launch vehicle on May 16.
The Russian Proton rocket is the same
launch vehicle that was scheduled to
launch Inmarsat’s Global Xpress satellites
in two separate launches later this year,
and the May 16 failure represents the
fourth launch failure in less than two years
for the Proton programme.
A part of the Proton-M launch vehicle
encountered an “emergency situation”
and the Express AM4R satellite was not
placed into orbit, said the Russian space
agency Roscosmos of the recent incident.
A commission has been set up to
analyse telemetry data and find out the
cause of the problem, Roscosmos added in
a press release.
The mishap happened on Friday at
01:42 am Moscow time, shortly after the
Proton rocket took off from the Baikonour
Cosmodrome, which Russia leases from
Kazakhstan.
In a statement following the incident,
Inmarsat said that: “The cause of the failure
will be assessed by a process known as the
Failure Review Oversight Board (FROB)
and a report of its findings is expected to be
completed in the next two months.”

The first GX satellite launched successfully, but flights 2 and 3 look set to be delayed
“While the conclusions of the FROB will
be important in determining the impact on
our launch schedule, we believe a delay in
the planned launch of both the Inmarsat-5
F2 and F3 is now likely, which would delay
the launch of GX services on a global basis.”
“However, the start of commercial GX
services on a regional basis using F1 (and
F2 in due course), as well as existing customer commitments to purchase GX services, will not be impacted by any delay in
global service availability.”
The company added that its existing Lband business will remain unaffected by

Redline gets $1.6m contract for Wi-Fi network within 80km of shore
www.rdlcom.com
Redline Communications, a Canadian
provider of wireless networks, reports that
it has received a $1.6 million contract to
deliver a marine communications network
based on its RAS Extend Marine product.
Designed initially for communications
between offshore drilling platforms and
the ships that service those platforms,
RAS-Extend Marine is a wireless broadband networking system designed to connect moving assets in remote locations
over sea, automatically locating and connecting to a network base station which
can be located on a ship, platform or shore.
It can be used for applications such as
high-speed data, high-resolution video,

Wi-Fi, telephony, satellite communications extension, and backhaul services.
The announced contract was placed by a
government organisation whose ships are
used to patrol the waters of its country's
coastline. That organisation will be using
the Redline network to enhance its highspeed communications capabilities within
80 kilometres of the shoreline where the
fleet spends the majority of its time.
Redline says that ships within 80km of
shore can be connected, giving real-time
coverage of maritime borders, as well as
fleet tracking, sensor integration, support
for prevention operations, and internet
access for crews.
The customer has already been involved
in initial field trials of this new product.

“With the type of performance that the
RAS Extend Marine system delivered to
this customer, terrestrial wireless is a very
viable alternative to satellite, exceeding its
capacity performance with lower latency
and no usage fees,” said Bojan Subasic, vice
president of research and development at
Redline.
“This has the potential to reduce communications costs significantly for marine
applications including communications
among ships and offshore drilling platforms, communications among ships in
harbours, and for naval organizations that
patrol coastal waters.”
The deployment of the network is
expected to start immediately with full
deployment expected by the end of 2014.

any GX launch delay.
Fears of this delay in the GX programme were followed by a drop of
approximately 3.5 per cent in Inmarsat’s
share price in early trading following the
Proton failure, mirroring a similar fall in
the share price in summer 2013 when
another Proton M rocket carrying three
Glonass satellites exploded about ten seconds after lift-off.
However, as nerves settled following
the initial shock the stock recovered, with
shares even climbing above their closing
price prior to the Proton failure in early
trading on the second market day following the incident.
In the month since the event Inmarsat
stock has performed strongly, and is trading around the 750p mark at the time of
writing, compared with the approximately 711p price on 15 May on the evening
before the Proton failure.
The Proton M rocket has had a troubled
history. In addition to the summer 2013
failure, in August 2012 a mission to launch
Indonesian and Russian telecommunication satellites failed to deliver them into
orbit, while a December 2012 launch of
another Russian satellite on Proton was
hampered by premature separation of the
satellite from the rocket.
The first satellite in the Global Xpress
(GX) constellation was launched from the
Baikonur Cosmodrome on December 8th
2013 and reached its on-station location at
63 degrees East on January 26th 2014.

Imtech Marine gets British lighthouse vessels contract
www.imtech.com/marine
Dutch provider Imtech Marine has been
awarded a three-year contract by
Northern Lighthouse Board to provide
VSAT systems with connectivity and
value added services for five vessels.
The five vessels operated by Northern
Lighthouse Board and Trinity House
maintain safe shipping lanes around the
Scottish and English sectors of the British
Isles coastline.
In the port of Southampton, the Trinity
House vessel Patricia was the first of the
five to have the Imtech Marine connectivity solution installed.
The connectivity is meant for both

vessel operations and crew welfare.
One of the value added services provided by Imtech separates business and
crew usage.
The Rotterdam-based supplier will also
provide remote VSAT monitoring support
on all five vessels. The on-board networks
can be remotely accessed and supported
by the customer’s IT department via the
VSAT system.
Next to this, the vessels will have a first
line of fault reporting via Imtech’s Global
Technical Assistance Centres (GTAC),
which monitor the vessels’ systems
remotely around the clock, enabling early
detection of problems and the remote correction of system faults.
Digital Ship August 2014 page 4

Five ships will be equipped under the deal
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KVH IP-MobileCast goes live for ops and entertainment
www.kvh.com
KVH’s IP-MobileCast service is now live,
delivering news and entertainment content to ships at sea using multicasting
technology developed for its mini-VSAT
Broadband satellite network.
The service allows seafarers to have
access to daily digital newspapers, television news, music, newly released films,
TV programmes, and sports updates –
including highlights of the football World
Cup.
“The IP-MobileCast service is revolutionary in the richness of fresh content that
can be delivered to mariners at sea,” says
Martin Kits van Heyningen, KVH chief
executive officer.
“Now, mariners in the middle of the
ocean can experience an incredible
amount of news and entertainment content the entire time they are at sea, and
maritime operators can benefit from providing crew welfare services reliably and
affordably.”
Jim Dodez, KVH's senior vice president
for marketing and strategic planning, adds
that the company will be broadcasting
football highlights from all of the World
Cup games in Brazil, culminating in complete, live coverage on July 13th for the
final in Rio de Janeiro.
“We're especially proud to bring globally celebrated special events to mariners
at sea, to strengthen their ties to home and
family,” he said.
“It's how we interpret the spirit and the
letter of the MLC-2006 crew welfare act.”
The IP-MobileCast service utilises multicasting technology to deliver large
amounts of content to many ships at once.
Content is delivered over the top of the
network so there is no charge for the delivery, only for the content itself.
KVH says that the multicasting transmission does not affect the vessel's miniVSAT Broadband onboard data speed; the
content is delivered using forward error
correction to minimise burden on the
mini-VSAT Broadband network.
The company notes that it has completed
thousands of hours of beta testing to ensure
the IP-MobileCast service can deliver large
multimedia files and regularly updated

content to a vessel's onboard server.
Once onboard, the content can be made
available to nearly all types of platforms
on the ship, whether it is a flat screen TV,
a computer, or a Wi-Fi enabled personal
device, such as a smartphone, tablet,
or laptop.
“We can provide content from anywhere in the world to a vessel anywhere at
sea, and the user has an experience that is
even better than that on land,” says Brian
Arthur, KVH vice president of product
development.

and television programmes through their
onboard Integrated CommBox Modem
(ICM). An over-the-air software upgrade
is required to gain access to the service.
The IP-MobileCast service ensures digital rights management (DRM) of copyrighted material, such as Hollywood
movies and television programmes. The
content available is provided by KVH
Media Group, whose brands include
NEWSlink
Print,
NEWSlink
TV,
MOVIElink, TVlink, SPORTSlink, and
MUSIClink.

KVH aims to provide entertainment as well as operational data via the service

“On land, people have become accustomed to viewing entertainment content
via a streaming device, which is subject to
freezing or interruption. With the IPMobileCast service, the content is broadcast over the KVH mini-VSAT Broadband
network and stored on an onboard server,
so everyone watching it is viewing something locally, with no streaming interruptions. The reaction we have had from our
beta testing users has been fantastic.”
Existing customers of KVH's miniVSAT Broadband service who have an
onboard TracPhone V7-IP, V11, or V11-IP
satellite communications system can
request access to IP-MobileCast's daily
news and sports content, movie trailers,

Weather information is the most recent
addition to this package, with KVH
announcing at the beginning of June that
it will transmit AWT's high-resolution
data to subscribing vessels overs its miniVSAT Broadband network as the launch
partner for the WEATHERlink part of IPMobileCast.
KVH will use multicasting technology
to deliver AWT's high-resolution weather and ocean data to ships at sea for a
fixed monthly fee – the data transmission
costs for all weather data will be set at
US$49, including forecasts with wind,
wave, visibility, and currents with tidal
stream data, updated up to four times
per day.

The IP-MobileCast service will support
AWT's latest release, BonVoyage System 7
(BVS 7), an onboard voyage optimisation
system. Users will need to sign up for a subscription with AWT for use of the service.
WEATHERlink content delivery is
scheduled to begin beta testing this
month and to be commercially available
by September. All installed KVH
TracPhone V-IP series terminals will support this new content after a free overthe-air software upgrade.
“Voyage planning and optimisation are
of paramount importance for mariners' safety and also to meet new MARPOL regulations that limit greenhouse gas emissions
from ships,” said Mr Kits van Heyningen.
“Due to these new regulations, shipping companies are facing new challenges,
both with requirements to travel at slower
speeds to reduce emissions, and with
requirements for use of high-cost bunker
in many coastal regions.”
“AWT's weather data and voyage planning services affordably delivered with IPMobileCast will be of great value to help
ship officers optimise their voyage plans.”
Richard Brown, AWT vice president for
products and services, added: “IPMobileCast's WEATHERlink gives our
customers the autonomy to make
informed decisions at sea, to optimise passage planning, and to take the ship's current operating factors into consideration.”
“We're enabling BVS 7 to automatically
open incoming weather data files in the
background so that they're ready to go
and the user can get to work immediately.
Not only will we use IP-MobileCast to
deliver wind, sea state, and currents with
tidal stream data, we'll also use it for
future BVS software versions.”
The IP-MobileCast service utilises
multicasting technology to deliver large
amounts of content to many ships at
once, overcoming the high satcom costs
typically charged to deliver files for individual use.
KVH's strategy for adding content is to
establish partnerships with application
providers,
such
as
AWT
for
WEATHERlink but also Jeppesen for the
upcoming CHARTlink, which will deliver
weekly electronic chart database updates.

New Ku- and C-Band antennas by KNS
www.kns-kr.com
Korean manufacturer KNS has announced
the launch of its satellite antenna Z18MK3,
available in Ku- and C-Band versions.
The Z18 comes as standard with an
automatic satellite search and skew control, unlimited Azimuth, uninterrupted
searching, brake system, cable wrap and
accurate signal acquisition using KNS’s
algorithm.
Customers have accessto a pre-programmed satellite database, editable 80
satellite data, three types of gyro input,
and an antenna control unit.
“The Z18MK3 is a great addition to the
SuperTrack Z Series antenna family,” said

Noah Chung, director of KNS.
“Our Z18MK3 is one of the most reliable and rugged antennas on the market,
capable of extreme weather conditions
with unlimited azimuth input to provide
uninterrupted high quality connections,
even when a ship turns.”
In related news, KNS has also
announced that it has been awarded Kaband Type Approval from satellite operator Avanti Communications.
Avanti Communications serves customers in Europe, Middle East and Africa
via a network of three satellites with a
fourth in construction.
KNS is currently deploying its next generation SuperTrack Z10MK3 Ka-Band

antenna to new and existing customers.
“Avanti’s Ka-band satellites provide
the high throughput and flexibility needed to support a wide range of enterprise
applications in a variety of industry sectors,” said Mr Chung.
“As a result, we are now able to target
specific locations as diverse as Scotland
and Northern Africa - who have very
specific needs to support the Oil & Gas
industry.”
KNS says that Avanti completed a
capability report on its SuperTrack
Z10MK3 Ka-band antenna which proved
compliance to expected performance levels and inter-operation with services on
the Avanti fleet.
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KNS’s new Z18MK3 Ku-Band antenna
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Thuraya announces new terminal
www.thuraya.com
Thuraya has launched a new broadband
satellite terminal, Atlas IP, offering voice
and data capabilities as well as other additional built-in functionality.
The Dubai-based operator says that the
terminal, designed and manufactured for
Thuraya by Addvalue of Singapore, is
capable of standard IP data transfer at
rates up to 444kbps and asymmetric
streaming capabilities of 16kbps-384kbps.
In addition to voice and data capabilities, software components include a builtin firewall, Wi-Fi and a fleet tracking feature. Atlas IP also offers the possibility to

Atlas IP is Thuraya’s latest maritime
terminal

configure and limit data sessions by time
or volume through a multi-lingual web
interface.
Corporate users wanting to take advantage of specific applications can choose a
customisation option to have their application embedded on the terminal's core
module.
The terminal is designed to support
operational efficiency on-board ship
through Port Forwarding, automatically
forwarding data from shipboard equipment and devices to support M2M reporting routines.
Land-based users can connect to the
ship's sensors remotely and receive data
without the intervention of the crew,
while a continuous GPS output enables
position reporting in NMEA 2000 format.
“Atlas IP represents an option for users
who want an added value terminal that can
act as a shipboard hub,” said Randy Roberts,
vice president of Innovation at Thuraya.
The Thuraya satellite network provides
L-band coverage spanning Northern
Europe, Africa, the Middle East, North
and South Asia and Australia. The Atlas
IP terminal is scheduled to be released
from September 2014 and will be available
from all Thuraya Service Partners.

Corsica Ferries takes VAVE
www.mcp.com
Maritime Communications Partner (MCP)
has secured a first customer for VAVE, the
onboard entertainment and information
platform it launched in March for the ferry
and cruise industry.
Corsica Ferries will equip five vessels
operating between continental France
and Corsica ahead of the peak season this
summer.
VAVE
(Value
Added
Voyage
Experience) utilises a vessel’s GSM signal
and Wi-Fi network to create an ‘onboard
cloud’ that all mobile devices (smartphones, tablets, laptops etc.) can be part of.
Users can then access a range of services –
such as messaging over Wi-Fi, or onboard
retail/booking systems – while shipowners can target individual handsets with
personalised messages.
MCP, a subsidiary of Telenor, tested
VAVE on the Mega Express Five, one of

the vessels of the Corsica Ferries-Sardinia
Ferries fleet which operates in the
Mediterranean Sea.
MCP says that the cloud created by
VAVE’s onboard server solution allows
content to reside locally, thus limiting
VSAT costs.
VAVE is available on Apple and
Android devices, as well as through web
browsers. Services can be charged on a
usage basis or available for free. MCP
says that the VAVE portal enables access
to live TV, information and commercials
(weather, information about destination,
discover your ship, follow the journey)
and other content such as music
and games.
Pierre Mattei, CEO of Corsica Ferries,
said: “The solution will help our passengers to stay connected with friends and
family, have access to a large range of useful content and also provide entertainment
at an affordable cost.”

SpeedCast acquires SatComms Australia
www.speedcast.com
SpeedCast, a satellite services provider
headquartered in Hong Kong, has
announced the buyout of SatComms
Australia, which specialises in mobile and
fixed satellite solutions.
The transaction, whose closing is subject to regulatory approval, is expected to
expand SpeedCast’s presence in Australia.
Based in Queensland, with a teleport and
operations centre in Henderson (Western
Australia), SatComms services customers
in the natural resources, maritime and
Government sectors.
SpeedCast says that the SatComms
acquisition will augment its own current
L-band offering for offshore and exploration customers. With two fully owned
teleports in Australia, one in Adelaide and
one in Perth, SpeedCast says it will be able
to offer high levels of redundancy including site and satellite diversity.
“SatComms uniquely complements
SpeedCast’s leadership in the VSAT market with great strength in mobile satellite
services, extensive teleport infrastructure
in Western Australia, and a sales and engineering presence in Queensland,” said
Pierre-Jean Beylier, CEO of SpeedCast.
“There are significant synergies
between the two companies, which will
further enhance our ability to deliver customised turnkey solutions to our customers in Australia and beyond.”
“We see a great opportunity to offer our
customers a broader range of satellite services and solutions, global satellite coverage
and worldwide engineering support,” said
SatComms’ COO, Piers Cunningham.
Prior to joining SatComms in 2010, Mr
Cunningham was director of maritime
business at Inmarsat.
Mr Cunningham and Satcomms’ CEO
Andrew Burdall will remain with the
newly merged entity and take on leadership roles within SpeedCast.
SpeedCast has also announced the
appointment of Michael Malone as a
non-executive board director and the
appointment of John Mackay as chairman
of the board.
Mr Malone is the former chief executive
officer of iiNet, the second largest provider
of ADSL in Australia, where he served
as CEO and executive director for over
20 years. Mr Mackay was chief executive

‘There are significant synergies between
the two companies’ – Pierre-Jean Beylier,
SpeedCast
officer and chairman of TransACT
Communications, a broadband communications company in Australia; he has been
on SpeedCast's board since December 2012.
In related news, SpeedCast has also
recently concluded a ‘strategic agreement’
with Intelsat to provide access to Intelsat’s
C- and Ku-band network.
The multi-year agreement gives
SpeedCast access to Intelsat's C-band and
Ku-band satellite capacity, its terrestrially
managed network IntelsatOne, and its
broadband mobility network comprised of
13 customised Ku-band mobility beams on
ten satellites spread around the geostationary belt.
SpeedCast will leverage Intelsat's satellites and terrestrial network to deliver
broadband and mobility solutions to the
maritime, oil & gas, and enterprise markets.
“This new strategic arrangement
between SpeedCast and Intelsat is another
exciting step in the transformation of
SpeedCast into a major global player in the
satellite communications markets, on land
and at sea,” said Mr Beylier.
“Intelsat's global C- and Ku-band network will further enhance our ability to
deliver reliable, cost-effective and fast connectivity to our customers.”
Stephen Spengler, president and chief
commercial officer, Intelsat, noted that
“Broadband mobility represents one of the
fastest growing markets for satellite services. Our partnership with SpeedCast will
further strengthen our collective ability to
deliver the reliable and efficient broadband and mobile connectivity that today's
global businesses demand and need.”

Airbus DS ships 1,000th XChange system
www.airbusdefenceandspace.com
Airbus Defence and Space has announced
that it has shipped its 1,000th XChange
communications management system.
XChange was introduced in the summer of 2011, and its third version was
released this spring.
Designed to optimise voice and IP communications between ship and office, it is a
component of the Pharostar VSAT service.
XChange v3 allows for vessel IT to be
monitored from shore. It also introduces
Wi-Fi connectivity to crew through the
Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) solution,
so users can make calls, send messages and

access the Internet using their own smartphones and tablets.
Airbus DS says that XChange is being
used by 122 major shipping companies and
service providers as an on board IT management solution.
“We’re delighted to have reached 1,000
XChange systems delivered,” said Tore
Morten Olsen, head of maritime satellite
communications activities.
“As a key part of our AuroraGlobal
network concept and the Pharostar and
Pharostar Plus services, XChange will
continue to evolve in order to meet the
changing requirements of our diverse
user-base.”

Airbus Defence and Space is a division
of Airbus Group formed by combining the
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business activities of Cassidian, Astrium
and Airbus Military.

XChange has now reached 1,000 deliveries
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Bringing the best together
The most important thing we build is trust

+

By uniting the two most trusted brands in the industry – SAILOR
and Sea Tel – Cobham SATCOM provides the world’s largest
portfolio of advanced maritime communications technology and
global support. Today, we are driving a new era of excellence and
innovation for the maritime sector: no one else offers more or
does more to keep vessels of all sizes and their crews connected,
compliant and safe, worldwide.

• The widest choice – the most comprehensive portfolio
of mission–critical maritime communications systems
• The largest coverage – more VSAT and FleetBroadband
installations than any other communication specialist
• The broadest service network – 70+ global service centers,
12 regional offices and 400 trusted distributors, worldwide

For more information visit www.cobham.com/satcom
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Cloud computing at Bernhard Schulte Shipmanagement
‘Cloud computing’ is a popular tool for shore-based companies, but has struggled to gain acceptance within the traditionally
conservative maritime industry. However, some major companies have started to move in this direction – Christos Vassiliou,
Bernhard Schulte Shipmanagement, explains some of the benefits his company has seen from operating in the cloud
t might be backed by tech industry
giants like Amazon, Oracle and
Microsoft, and a fast developing tenet
of many global organisations’ ICT infrastructure, but to date Cloud Computing
has enjoyed relatively slow progress in
making headway in the maritime industry.
Shipping is an undeniably conservative
industry, as those in IT departments across
the world will recognise when it comes to
deploying the latest technologies, and
many of the key benefits of cloud systems
sit uncomfortably with vessel owners used
to keeping their cards as close to their
chests as possible.
The thought of having sensitive company information hosted on computers at
an external organisation, and running
applications that pass every bit of data
over the internet, could be enough to
make some traditional operators break
out in a cold sweat.
However, times are changing, and the
(entirely valid) concerns over safety and
security can generally be met by reasoned
argument and thorough processes. Most
crucially of all, the argument over the benefits of cloud computing may end up being
won by that most traditional of shipping
concerns – money.
As cloud technologies mature and make
it easier, simpler and safer to run an entire
company’s ICT infrastructure, the competitive advantage that those leveraging these
new systems will be able to enjoy will put
pressure on those intent on maintaining
their own in-house datacentres (and the IT
staff and resources needed to keep them
running). In the end, that may be the most
convincing point of all.
On a wider scale, the growth of cloud
technologies has been unstoppable.
Research group Forrester has predicted
that spending on cloud computing services
and related systems will reach $191 billion
by 2020, with about 25 per cent of the global software market taken up by softwareas-a-service (SaaS) cloud systems and
approximately nine per cent of the total
spent on servers and hardware used for
cloud datacentres.
With $58 billion spent on cloud services
in 2013 and $72 billion predicted by
Forrester for this year, it is clear that this
market is growing fast – and shipping will
need to grow with it.
So what is driving global growth in the
use of cloud services? There are a number
of specific benefits that proponents of the
technology can point to, most of which, to
one degree or another, are linked with the
economies of scale that can be derived
from increasing the number of users connected to the system and leveraging the
potential for specialisation that this scaling creates.
On a basic data hosting level, centralising the server requirements of a number
of different companies in a single location
allows all of those users to benefit by shar-

I

ing the hardware and maintenance costs
involved in keeping that infrastructure
running.
In particular, it can also allow those
users to benefit from sharing the cost of the
IT staff required to run these servers, while
ensuring that those staff have the highest
level of specific expertise in the systems in
question to have them running at their
optimal level.
Scalability is also a key advantage.
Eliminating the need to purchase and
operate data centre hardware and related
infrastructure also eliminates the need to
make a choice as to what capacity will be
required by the business both now and in
the future.
Building an in-house data centre means
calculating the storage capacity required
by the business at present, but also predicting what those needs might be in the
future. Using a cloud service can eliminate
the inherent risk in this process, allowing
companies to pay simply for what they
need right now and adjust to changes in
demand as they happen with minimal fuss
and little additional investment.
At the application level, for a software
provider there are obvious cost advantages
in being able to support systems within its
own infrastructure while allowing licensed
users to interact with the programs via a
web browser.
Reduced support costs for the software
provider can consequently lead to reduced
licensing costs for the user – meaning that
both parties get a better deal and all can be
confident that the software is being maintained by the people that know it best.
Updates to applications in the cloud
will also generally be supplied as part of
the licence fee, and will be deployed by the
provider directly without any requirement
for the user to apply their IT department
resources checking that computers or
servers across the organisation are running
the required version of the software.
So the benefits that can be derived from
cloud technology can be significant – what
is important is managing the migration
process to achieve as much as possible
from these systems while minimising the
potential risks involved.

Cloud Initiatives
Bernhard Schulte Shipmanagement is one
of the shipping companies moving
towards a cloud-based ICT infrastructure,
with the company having taken various
steps over the last seven years to increase
its usage of online applications and data
hosting and move away from the disparate
hardware solutions at its various branch
offices that had formed the backbone of its
IT network.
The process was one which Christos
Vassiliou, IT Operations Manager for
Bernhard Schulte Shipmanagement, notes
was not without some difficulty.
However, the benefits of this development

have been felt throughout the company in
improved efficiency and reduced costs in
IT management.
As Mr Vassiliou recalls, one of the first
tasks in the cloud migration process is
explaining the full extent of the project
and the potential benefits to other levels
of management that will likely be less
savvy than the IT department when it
comes to the specific technical details of
the technology.
“The Cloud is something that, for IT
people, might sound like something that’s
a small step to do – migrating from an
infrastructure with traditional computing
and going to a cloud structure that offers
many opportunities to improve productivity, improve efficiency, and be quicker in
what you want to do. However, to paraphrase Neil Armstrong, it’s a giant leap for
your company,” he says.
“You may get odd reactions from management when you start talking about the
cloud – IT people will be well aware of
what they have to do and what the cloud is
all about but it’s harder to convince the
non-technical people, the CEO, the CFO
and all the other directors, that have no
clue and just know the terminology.”
This sort of reaction is not uncommon,
and is supported by an example Mr
Vassiliou shares of a conversation he had
with a friend on the topic.
“I was talking to a friend the other day,
and I asked him if he was planning to
move his company’s infrastructure to the
cloud. His reaction was ‘no, I don’t think
so, we’re not prepared for that’,” Mr
Vassiliou recalls.
“I really wanted to understand his concerns, so I asked him to explain the reasons
to me. He said that he would have to think
about security, where the data would be,
and if the nature of the business would
allow him to move things to the cloud. He
was also wondering how he would manage his services if the cloud fails.”
“The general impression that you get
when you discuss the cloud is fear. Fearbased reactions are steps backwards and
are usually the result of not understanding
the rules of engagement. Some people feel
more comfortable having a server next to
them on the desk they can touch, knowing
that the data is there on the hard disk.
Cloud awareness is a subject that IT people
should start introducing to the management. Data protection, data backup, security, business continuity, efficiency and cost
effectiveness are areas which should be
covered thoroughly.”
Mr Vassiliou is of no doubt that these
are valid concerns and need to be taken
under consideration, but believes that the
technology available today is of a quality
that should lay most of these fears to rest
once they are properly examined.
On the issue of security and whether a
company’s data can be ‘safe’ when held by
an external party at an outside location, Mr
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‘The general impression you get when you
discuss the cloud is fear’ – Christos
Vassiliou, Bernhard Schulte
Shipmanagement
Vassiliou suggests that it should be borne
in mind that the difference in safety of that
data is only relevant when compared to the
security of housing it in the office.
“The simple answer to that argument is
– how safe is your data on your premises?”
he says.
“Why is data that is stored on a local
server but connected to the internet, protected by a firewall, more secure than data
in the cloud? Companies like Amazon,
Microsoft, Oracle and others, big players in
cloud computing, they have invested millions in security, so there is no reason to
trust your own local network protected by
a firewall of whatever brand more than
their network.”
“It’s a bit arrogant to say that ’the firewall I set up with my own knowledge is
more secure than the cloud network’.”
Then there is the issue of reliability, and
how far you can rely on an external
provider to have your data and your applications available for use when you need
them – however, once again Mr Vassiliou
notes that this is still just a relative concept.
“You need the same approach here as
with security – why should your local network have a higher SLA than the cloud
network?” he says.
“Looking on the internet about the
lower SLAs (service level agreements) that
you can get from cloud computing services, it’s about 99.9 per cent. That converts to
nearly 10 hours per year. I believe that this
amount of time is something acceptable for
the cloud, and a service that is one of the
lowest you can find on the internet.”
“What SLA can you get from your local
infrastructure? The management of the
company should ask their IT people what
SLA they can have, and the IT people
should ask themselves what SLA they can
provide to their company. If interruptions
are less than 10 hours per year then, fair
enough. But if not, then the argument is
not so convincing.”
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Perhaps a more thorny issue is that
of compliance, with different jurisdictions having different rules about data
storage and what companies operating
within their border can and can’t do with
their data.
Mr Vassiliou accepts that examination
of the various rules and how they might
apply to one’s own company is an important part of the process, but says that it
should not prove a particularly difficult
obstacle to overcome if done correctly,
and shouldn’t be enough to derail any
attempt to move towards a cloud-based
infrastructure.
“There are rules about what we can do
in the cloud, and we need to understand
those rules,” he says.
“There is some sensitive data where
there certainly are some legal issues and
legislation about whether we can upload it
to the cloud or not. For example, in the
European Union there is data protection
legislation that says that whatever data is
used on cloud services needs to be stored
within the European Union.”
“Of course there is different legislation
in other regions and other countries, however it is something that everyone needs to
have in mind, especially companies which
are dealing with Germany, which has even
more strict legislation on using the cloud if
the cloud datacentres are not within the
German region. These are things that you
need to consider. Find out what the legal
issues are for your services that potentially might be in the cloud before you make
the move.”

some of our services. We set up the appropriate infrastructure and started the inhouse development of new web based
applications to host in the datacentre and
that could replace the branch platforms,”
says Mr Vassiliou.
“These have been the initials steps that
established the foundation to lead the
company to make the big move to the
cloud era.”
Buoyed by the success of these early
moves into the cloud, Bernhard Schulte
Shipmanagement continued to expand its
use of the technology and in 2011 deployed

and local backup have decreased, and so
did the requirement for new hardware
and maintenance agreements – having
an immediate effect on branch offices’
IT investments.”
2013 saw the company take its
first steps into the ‘public’ cloud and
online services, as it moved its disaster
recovery infrastructure away from its private system.
“It was another step forward in reducing the on premise infrastructure. The two
datacentres were hosting a significant
number of servers and storage devices. It

BSM Cloud Story
Bernhard Schulte Shipmanagement’s experiences with cloud computing originate
from the company’s creation in 2008 from
the merger of four autonomously managed
ship management organisations already
owned by the Schulte Group.
Combining these four separate companies also meant combining their IT systems
– a challenging process, but one that
offered the chance to introduce changes
and improvements at the same time.
“We had over 30 offices worldwide, all
having branch standalone servers at that
time,” Mr Vassiliou says.
As part of its search for an alternative
infrastructure that would help it to manage
the integration of these branch offices, the
company began its first ‘private cloud’
deployment in 2009.
“In 2009 we deployed our first private
cloud (datacentre) and began centralising

Using the cloud can free up IT resources for higher priority tasks across the organisation

its second private cloud.
“We implemented a full disaster recovery and business continuity environment
for datacentre hosted platforms. The two
sites were communicating and synchronising data continuously. Our secondary datacentre was ready to take over instantly in
case of downtime at the primary site,” says
Mr Vassiliou.
“This way we achieved significant
progress in moving away from the local
infrastructure. The majority of branch
offices hosted platforms have been
removed, which allowed the local IT
teams focus more on daily tasks and support services.”
“The local requirements for storage

Nimbus by Globecomm Maritime
www.globecommsystems.com
Globecomm Maritime has introduced a
platform called Nimbus, which enables
ship owners to manage ship- and shorebased communications by choosing the
applications and levels of user control that
suit them best.
Nimbus functionality includes acceleration, compression and caching for
improved web browsing, a built-in e-mail
server, and embedded PayPal for pre-pay
crew access.

“As the bandwidth available to maritime users increases and shipboard networks become more complex, Nimbus permits officers and crew to access a greater
range of value-added and third-party
applications, while enabling the owner to
retain a practical level of control,” said
Gregor Ross, sales and marketing director
for Europe.
“Nimbus supports multiple LANs for
business, crew, charterer and M2M applications and enables BYOD for business
and crew use.”

was the right time to move away from
another significant maintenance and
administration cost,” Mr Vassiliou says.
“The deployment and administration of
a virtual environment on the public cloud
saved time and money. Hardware purchasing and maintenance, as well as
increasing storage requirements, were no
longer an issue.”
“Deployment time reduced nearly 90
per cent compared to the on premise environment, and storage expansion of a few
Terabytes was now a matter of a few clicks
– an amazing improvement.”
The move towards an increased use
of the public cloud continued rapidly
and, earlier this year, the company com-

pleted the full replication of its services to
the public cloud, which led to the shutdown of one of the two private clouds it
was operating.
“We shut down one of the two datacentres and we switched the disaster
recovery and business continuity completely to the public cloud. Half of the
hardware we used to maintain for the
needs of our private cloud is now redundant – we simply don’t need it anymore,”
says Mr Vassiliou.
Bernhard Schulte Shipmanagement has
achieved significant improvements from
the cloud, but the story is not yet over, and
Mr Vassiliou notes that he aims to continue to expand the company’s use of this
technology over the next few years to drive
efficiency even further.
“In the next two years we are hoping
to need only limited installation and
maintenance work for our infrastructure,
so we can invest more time in research
and development and focus on core competencies. This is our target as a company,” he says.
With approximately seven years of
experience in cloud computing and
having gone through a successful deployment of a cloud based infrastructure at
Bernhard Schulte Shipmanagement, Mr
Vassiliou urges other potential cloud users
to bear in mind the key fundamentals of a
cloud engagement.
“Establish a forward thinking long term
IT strategy, bearing in mind your company’s nature of operations, structure and
expandability. Identify your company’s
business requirements and how these
could benefit from the cloud before you
start this journey,” he says.
”Cloud awareness is not to be ignored.
Conduct thorough research on cloud solutions, always having in mind your existing
application platforms to maintain compatibility and a seamless experience during
migration. Legislation on data protection
and cloud computing is still a headache in
some regions, so you should have a clear
understanding what data can be moved on
to the cloud.”
“Knowhow, experience, efficiency and
strong project management are keys to
success. Engage and invest in the right
people to run this project. You only need to
do this once, so make it right!” he notes,
with emphasis.
In conclusion, Mr Vassiliou says that,
“The question isn’t WHETHER you will
use the cloud, the question is WHEN. So,
WHAT are you waiting for?”
DS

Daily World Cup updates on CrewCommCenter
www.smsglobal.net
SMSGlobal says that its CrewCommCenter
satellite communications software is providing daily coverage of the football World Cup.
During the competition, which runs
until July 13th, a roundup of news, match
reports, tables and results will be provided
through
the
CrewCommCenter
Announcements feature.
SMSGlobal says that 3,200 vessels are
equipped with its CrewCommCenter, giving their 60,000 crew members access to
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this service.
“We are proud to provide free coverage
of this major sporting event as a part of the
CrewCommCenter application,” said
SMSGlobal’s managing director Jan
Andre’ Heggem.
CrewCommCenter is a software-based
solution allowing seafarers to send and
receive e-mails and SMS, read news from
home, converse through low data instant
messaging, and browse the Internet.
To address shipowner concerns, usage
limits are set and monthly charges are fixed.
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LIKE YOU’RE IN
DEEP WATER?
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To arrange a live one-to-one web

Save time, stress and frustration by streamlining the process
of planning and managing your next docking.

demo and experience the simplicity
of MPJ call   
or email JOGP!NBSJOFTPͅXBSFDPVL

Don’t sink under the strain of organising your next docking. Our intuitive
software helps you plan and manage the job quickly, while keeping costs
under control.

XXXNBSJOFTPͅXBSFDPVL

Forget about managing vessel dockings the traditional way using paper, Excel
spreadsheets and Word templates. Marine Project Manager makes everything
so much easier.
Developed for mariners by mariners, and built around superintendents’
specific needs, it takes you through every step of the process – quickly pulling
all the required information into one place.
Simplicity itself, Marine Project Manager is the easy, effective and affordable
way to get everything you want out of your next docking.

PLANNED MAINTENANCE

STOCK CONTROL

PURCHASING

DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT

SAFETY MANAGEMENT

MARINE PROJECT MANAGER
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VSAT deals for MSC Cargo Italy and Stena Line
MSC Cargo Italy and Stena Line have recently confirmed the agreement of major new fleet Ku-band
VSAT contracts with Marlink, with MSC to outfit 124 ships with Marlink’s new WaveCall Plus package
and Stena Line contracting for 25Mbps of capacity for its vessels
arlink has recently agreed two
significant new satcom contracts, following a deal to provide a Ku-band VSAT package to MSC
Cargo Italy’s entire fleet of 124 vessels as
well as an agreement with Stena Line to
roll out its customised Ku-band VSAT service, Sealink, on 27 ferries operating in Scandinavia, the Irish Sea and the North Sea.
The contract with MSC is for Marlink’s
WaveCall
Plus
product,
part
of
AuroraGlobal, a new multi-band initiative
launched by Airbus Defence and Space in
March and offering double data or bandwidth allowances compared with what was
available in previous WaveCall packages.
MSC, which was already using VSAT
on board its ships, chose this new offering
for use in both vessel operations and crew
communications.
“We intend to enhance fleet operations
through remote monitoring and management of ship systems including among others power management, propulsion control, ballast automation and cargo control
and monitoring,” said technical director
Aniello Mastellone.
“Our crew will also benefit from new
and affordable access to the internet, multimedia content and social media in order
to feel closer to home with a safe and constant telephone contact with acceptable
and affordable costs, in accordance with
new MLC 2006 regulations.”
Marlink says that its Bring Your Own
Device (BYOD) Wi-Fi solution will be
installed on all MSC cargo vessels, to
enable MSC crew to make voice calls and
access the internet in privacy using their
own smartphones, tablets or laptops.
The BYOD solution has been integrated
into the system as part of the recently
released XChange v3 platform, and is
designed to optimise voice and IP communications between ship and office.
The managed-service contract signed by
MSC includes the installation of a belowdeck rack with a High-Throughput

M

Satellite (HTS) capable VSAT antenna, as
well as global maintenance and service
support, while Marlink says it will also
deploy web compression and filtering,
secure VPN and SkyFile Mail Premium
services (including Anti-Virus, eNoad and
Mail Manager portal).
“MSC wanted a satcom solution to harmonise communications and IT across its
whole fleet in order to achieve maximum
operational efficiency. It needed to offer the
best value for money without compromise
on quality and reliability. We are pleased
that MSC recognised these qualities in our
new WaveCall Plus package,” said Antoine
Lisse, key account manager at Marlink.
“In addition to twice the bandwidth and
data allowances available previously,
Wavecall Plus offers the most extensive
Ku-band VSAT coverage available on the
market, combined with MSS (Mobile
Satellite Services) back-up for business critical communications. The flexibility we
offer gives MSC the freedom to choose the
connectivity service best fitting their needs
today and in the future.”

Stena Line
The Stena Line deal is an upgrade on an
existing contract between the companies,
and is aimed at increasing bandwidth
across the ferry operator’s fleet and
upgrading equipment (antennas, modems
and routers). It will allow the Swedish
operator to dynamically allocate bandwidth among its ships.
Stena Line will initially have access to
25Mbit/s to meet needs from business,
crew and passengers, says Marlink, adding
that the long term contract covers technology which is compatible with next generation HTS (High Throughput Satellite).
The VSAT provider is currently operating a test network on the next generation
iDirect system including IDX 3.2 and X7,
which once approved will provide further
improved bandwidth throughput and
service availability.

Marlink has provided communication
services on Stena Line ferries since 1996.
Those services are used for a variety of
applications including telephony and free
internet access for passengers as well as
crew, operational connectivity and third
party services such as on board ATM and
credit card authorisation.
In this area, the new solution introduces
data backup via Iridium Pilot to ensure
payments are completed as usual.
Marlink says that the upgraded services
and technology will provide Stena with
improved availability of services.
Increased bandwidth will be dedicated to
the CUG, the fleet's so-called 'Closed User
Group' (CUG), which can be dynamically
allocated between the 27 vessels in order to
meet specific usage demands.
For instance, a vessel sailing further offshore may require more VSAT bandwidth
than a coastal vessel that can route telephony
and data connectivity through 3G and other
carriers using hybrid network functionality.
"Connectivity is a key differentiator for
Stena Line. High quality telephony and
internet access support our passengers' satisfaction, crew welfare and operational
efficiency," said Raimo Warkki, Stena IT.
"We have worked closely with Marlink
for several years to develop and apply
innovative new communication solutions
designed to reduce costs and provide us
with the facility to offer market leading
connectivity services, which help to differentiate our offering in a very competitive
marketplace. So we are pleased that we
have joined forces to upgrade our communications even further."
Marlink says that its hybrid network
solution improves internet access with
seamless switching between satcoms and
3G (voice and data). It enables a dedicated
administration LAN by integrating satcoms with GSM 3G coverage and a redundant terrestrial network from the teleport
to Stena Line HQ.
The network also supports provision of

MSC Daniela, one of 124 ships set to be fitted with WaveCall Plus
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on board third party GSM voice, SMS and
data services, in addition to routing for
third party service providers such as navigation, digital signage and ATM devices.
Marlink also developed integrated shipshore telephony where all ships and three
shore offices are interconnected via one
switch board, to allow calls in all possible
directions between land offices and the fleet.
All voice calls within this network are free.
"Stena Line is one of the most forward
thinking ferry operators out there so we are
pleased to support their ambition to upgrade
to the most advanced satellite tech and
services available," said Robin Hernandez,
regional sales manager at Marlink.
"The new solution will give Stena Line
vessels more bandwidth per vessel, more
flexibility, stability and availability of communication services, better equipment reliability, improved satellite roaming and
new back-up capabilities.”
“With the recent launch of the satellite
network initiative, AuroraMaritime from
Airbus Defence and Space, migration to
High Throughput Satellite (HTS) services
is possible.”

Paranave
Large fleets like those operated by Stena
Line and MSC are not the only companies
adopting maritime VSAT in the modern
market. For example, Marlink has most
recently seen Paranave of Paraguay choose
its WaveCall Ku-band solution for four
pusher tug boats and a containership it
operates on the Paraná river system.
Marlink says that the South American
company’s motivation to implement VSAT
was based on the fact that the regional cellular network that it had relied upon was
offering insufficient coverage to support
the system monitoring equipment installed
on its new pusher tug fleet.
WaveCall has now been installed on all
five vessels, providing broadband connectivity and voice services across Paranave’s
area of operation and providing remote
access to various onboard systems for
Paranave’s shore-side management team, as
well as selected equipment manufacturers.
The WaveCall solution can also be
upgraded to provide IP video for security
monitoring, should the need arise, such as
in a piracy situation.
“We have specific requirements for
onboard communications that the cellular
network could not meet. So choosing a VSAT
solution was a natural step,” said Esteban
dos Santos, operations manager, Paranave.
“With WaveCall and remote engine
control and monitoring, we are able to
achieve much higher vessel uptime, meaning lower maintenance costs and improved
performance. This is a major contributor to
our ability to have the best transit times for
our customer’s import and export cargoes
to and from Paraguay. The seamless connectivity also enhances safety for our peoDS
ple and vessels.”
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NSB and Thome agree ShipServ deals
www.shipserv.com
German container line NSB and Thome
Ship Management, headquartered in
Singapore, have both agreed separate
deals to extend their use of ShipServ’s
e-procurement services.
Based in Buxtehude near Hamburg, NSB
has a fleet of 71 vessels and engages in ship
management, supervision of newbuildings
as well as retrofittings and crewing.
“We were looking for a solution that
enables us to base all transactions with
suppliers on a standardised and transparent format,” said Tim Ponath, COO of
Reederei NSB.
“With ShipServ, we will save time on
order processing and the retyping of data
will be reduced.”
“It is our vision to offer a broad range of

maritime services in the most efficient way
possible. ShipServ is one step on our way
to this goal and will be a valuable asset in
boosting performance for our customers
worldwide.”
NSB will connect to ShipServ through its
current ShipNet ERP maritime software suite.
“We are delighted to welcome such a
major container operator to the ShipServ
community and we look forward to working with NSB Ship Management as they
use TradeNet in the future,” said Stuart
May, senior vice president for ShipServ.
“This helps cement our position both in
the German market and container sector as
the leading e-commerce player.”
Singapore-based Thome meanwhile,
currently responsible for the technical
management of over 200 vessels including
bulkers, tankers and offshore vessels, will

connect to ShipServ through its current
Spectec AMOS system software suite.
Besides connecting buyers and suppliers,
the platform provides sourcing and procurement tools such as ShipServ Match, an automated supplier recommendation service.
“We are confident that working with
ShipServ will give us the tools we need to
ensure our vessels are fully supplied to our
specification and at the right cost level,”
said Carsten Brix Ostenfeldt, CEO of
Thome Ship Management.
Paul Ostergaard, CEO and founder of
ShipServ, said: “We are delighted to welcome such a major and progressive ship
manager to the ShipServ community and
that a key factor in Thome's decision was
our recently launched decision support
tools that are proven to help purchasers
reduce costs and save time.”

Iridium GO! in McMurdo’s fleet management software
www.mcmurdogroup.com
McMurdo Group has announced that it
has integrated Iridium GO! into its fleet
management software.
McMurdo’s software platform includes
vessel tracking, two-way messaging,
asset/document
management
and
Automatic Identification System (AIS) display capabilities.
Iridium GO! is a portable unit which
offers satellite connectivity for voice
and data communications by creating a

Wi-Fi hotspot to which up to five devices
(smartphones, laptops or tablets) can
connect.
McMurdo notes that this can be used
for standard communications applications (email, two-way messaging, voice
calling, Internet browsing) and for more
critical operational applications (location
tracking, alarm notification, electronic
forms management). The fleet management application is pending certification
by Iridium, “anticipated shortly,” it says.
A least-cost-routing feature allows

customers to switch to the lowest cost
communications option: satellite or cellular/mobile technology when in range.
“Iridium GO! is a highly attractive
standalone satellite communications
product, but when integrated with
McMurdo Group’s fleet management
and vessel operations software, the
result is a powerful, maritime solution
that increases productivity and streamlines operations at an affordable price,”
said Irwin Rodrigues, president,
McMurdo Group.

Oceaneering
acquires PortVision
www.portvision.com
Oceaneering International, an oilfield
provider of engineered services, has
announced that it has acquired AIRSIS,
whose signature service PortVision supplies web-based location reporting on
commercial vessels.
Oceaneering says that this acquisition
is expected to enhance its current asset
tracking service offered on offshore
drilling rigs and vessels engaged in subsea
activities. It adds that it is committed to
servicing AIRSIS' existing customers,
including its 3,000 PortVision users.
Oceaneering explains that asset tracking information is utilised by customers to
establish a common operating picture,
which improves operational efficiency
and enables incident and emergency
response collaboration and reporting.
This picture collects and displays realtime data associated with an offshore operation, including rig or vessel position, metocean conditions, remotely operated vehicle video, and subsea survey information.
PortVision CEO Dean Rosenberg says
that the newly acquired company will
continue to provide the same services
while increasing its global footprint from
both a support and AIS perspective.
AIRSIS' revenue for 2013 was approximately $7 million, and its future financial
results will be included in Oceaneering's
Subsea Projects segment.

SMARTER SHIP
MANAGEMENT
ShipManagerTM – innovative solutions for smarter technical and
commercial ship management
Increase vessel availability
Increase productivity of your key staff
Ŷ Increase transparency of operations
Ŷ Show stakeholders that your ﬂeet is well managed
Ŷ
Ŷ

Analyse and optimize ship management
and operational costs
Ŷ Reduce dry docking times and costs
Ŷ Increase compliance to highest standards

Our maritime software is used by 300 shipping companies
on over 4000 vessels worldwide. We offer unsurpassed
investment security and a local presence, with 300 DNV GL
ofﬁces in more than 100 countries.

Ŷ

SAFER, SMARTER, GREENER
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Explore our offerings at
www.dnvgl.com/shipmanager
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BMT SMART launches charter party reporting capability
www.bmtsmart.com
BMT SMART has introduced a Charter
Party reporting module within its performance monitoring portfolio.
The BMT Group subsidiary says that
the new functionality will allow reports
to be compiled at the end of a ship’s voy-

age, capturing metocean data, fuel usage
and emissions. These reports can then
be compared with the agreed Charter
Party conditions.
This tool allows the investigation of
non-conformance, using the recorded vessel data, says BMT SMART.
With the data automatically collected

Oceanfile updated
www.oceanfile.com
Dublin-based developer Oceanfile Marine
Ltd has released of the latest version of its
vessel and inspection management suite,
Oceanfile, used by tanker operators and
charterers.
First launched in January 2013,
Oceanfile is an online package of software
programs with integrated risk analysis and
vetting tools. The Q2 2014 release, which is
supported by tablet devices, includes PreChartering
Questionnaires,
SelfInspections, and Navigation Audits.
Oceanfile says that it has added prechartering questionnaires to facilitate the
import of OCIMF and CDI HVPQ data to
populate, edit, format and export
Intertanko’s Q88 questionnaire and to support other major charterers’ pre-chartering
questionnaires. A copy feature facilitates
the creation of new questionnaires based
on previously completed questionnaires
for each vessel.
The updated software also includes
support for compiling and managing selfinspection reports and navigation audits
for use by shipboard staff and attending
superintendents. These reports and audits

Oceanfile’s software includes trend
of performance indicators

on-board, the new module delivers an
event history and a speed profile. More
comprehensive tables can provide navigational, performance and environmental
data in the form of Noon reports.
“This is a result of a comprehensive
study of the agreement between owners
and charterers and is an exciting step

forward in monitoring the various
factors that affects a ship’s journey,” said
Peter Mantel, managing director at
BMT SMART.
“This is a logical area for BMT SMART
to embrace as our expertise is focussed on
developing and advancing technology that
improves vessel performance.”

Navigator Port 2 released

are prepared on mobile tablet devices in
‘off-line’ mode and then uploaded to the
Oceanfile web site. The Self-Inspection
Reports may then be reviewed on
Oceanfile and the results saved for performance review, analysis and comparisons with actual SIRE or CDI report
results.
The navigation audits App is designed
to facilitate audits, particularly those that
are associated with the requirements of the
OCIMF TMSA Element 5. To measure and
assess risk, the app uses charting of past
risk and future trends to identify where
corrective actions are required.
Oceanfile says that all feature additions
are free of charge to existing subscribers.
The software provider says that its subscribers can see risk reductions of up to 50
per cent within months, while saving on
workflow and administration overheads.
“The typical return on investment that
Oceanfile delivers is a compelling
cost/benefit case taking into account the
combination of higher fleet acceptability
by charterers and greatly reduced man
power costs that Oceanfile delivers,” said
its managing director David Savage.
Oceanfile uses the data in SIRE reports
to identify hot spots,
assess risks, and recommend corrective actions. It
can display historical
inspection performance
and results for individual
vessels, sister ships, vessel
type, and regional managing offices. It also features
“Potential”
and
“Assessed Risk” analysis
analysis
tools.

www.dnvgl.com
DNV GL has announced the release of
Navigator Port 2, the latest version of its
port clearance software.
Previously called DNV Navigator, the
software is already used on more than
2,500 vessels worldwide. It is designed to
assist the master and his bridge team in
carrying out the planning and preparation
of documents needed for entry and departure from ports and sailing through controlled waters.
Covering over 4,500 pilot and VTS stations, and 1,600 forms, it provides vessels
with the information and documents needed
to meet port state authority requirements.
The Arrival and Departure Checklists are
unique to each port (more than 11,000 ports
and terminals are covered). Relevant regulations are updated weekly.

DNV GL says that users have reported
reducing paperwork by up to 90 per cent.
The Navigator Port 2 upgrade features a
new structure and interface.
A Dashboard tab gives a system
overview, while a Crew & Vessel tab offers
a single entry point where all the data
needed for port clearance reporting are
maintained.
A Prepare for Port tab is also included,
providing information for the current voyage, as well as a Library tab with a collection of reference content.
“With today’s increasingly complex
regulations, shipowners are realising that
they cannot continue with their old manual systems for port clearance,” said product manager Tom Fiksdalstrand.
“In order to operate efficiently, they are
relying on our innovative software solutions for the maritime industry.”

Dryad launches Voyage Efficiency Service
www.dryadmaritime.com
Dryad Maritime, a UK-based intelligence
company specialised in anti-piracy, is
repositioning itself by offering a new
Voyage Efficiency Service combining
weather and fleet monitoring.
“Dryad has built up the right expertise,
experience and reputation to seize a great
opportunity to occupy a broader space
within the maritime operations industry,”
said CEO Graeme Gibbon Brooks.
High fuel prices and low freight rates
have had a significant impact on the profitability of shipping, says Dryad, adding

that its Voyage Efficiency Service addresses these issues by using meteorological
and environmental data modelling.
The Portsmouth-based company says
that it combines weather and fleet monitoring with risk mitigation and regulatory
compliance to streamline operations on
behalf of operators. It adds that it is
already providing weather and efficiency
routing to one of the world’s leading
charterers.
The Voyage Efficiency Service works in
partnership with a service launched earlier
this year by Dryad, PRISM (Professional,
Risk & Integrated Services Management).

Videotel training on how to work with armed guards
www.videotel.com
Videotel has introduced a training programme on how to engage and work with
armed guards.
Primarily targeted at Company Security
Officers (CSOs) and also Masters and senior officers, “Working with Maritime
Security Guards” addresses the legal and
safety risks associated with an anti-piracy
measure which has only become commonplace in the last few years.
The documentary style programme was
developed in conjunction with the Security
Association for the Maritime Industry
(SAMI) and BIMCO.
The course covers the following topics:
selecting a Private Maritime Security
Company (PMSC), planning the guards’
deployment, working and living together

and responding to a threat.
“There are legal and safety risks associated with the use of armed guards and so
it is vital to choose a PMSC that offers
highly competent and professionally
trained guards who have demonstrable
experience in protecting ships against
pirate attacks,” says Nigel Cleave, CEO of
Videotel.
“Once the guards are on board they
must be successfully integrated with the
crew on both a personal and a professional
level. To reinforce this message we have
used first-hand accounts from a Company
Security Officer (CSO), a PMSC Operations
Manager and a guards’ Team Leader.”
Available as VOD (Videotel on
Demand), VOD Online, DVD, eLearning
CBT and workbook, the course is a companion programme to Videotel’s ‘Piracy

and Armed Robbery, Edition 3,’ which
deals with piracy prevention on board ship.
Outside of armed guard training,
Videotel has also recently launched a new
course for personnel of shipping companies implementing energy management
systems.
Delivered through computer-based
training (CBT), it is aimed at personnel
both on ships and in shore offices. The
interactive content is based on the practical
experience of introducing the ISO Energy
Management Standard, ISO 50001, in a
shipping company.
An increasing number of organisations
in the shipping industry are committing to
the ISO 50001 standard, notes Videotel,
adding that slow steaming, efficient route
planning and careful bunkering operations
all combine to reduce energy consumption.
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“ISO 50001 can make a positive difference for organisations of all types both in
the short term and also in supporting
longer term efforts to improve energy technologies,” said Mr Cleave.
“Videotel aims to make a company’s
progression to ISO 50001 accreditation as
straight forward as possible. The course
not only deals with the processes involved,
but also can be used as a way to educate
and motivate key players both on the vessel and ashore as to why this is happening
and what it means for them.”
“We do this by taking a fictitious company and showing how they progress
through implementation. This gives a
more human face to the legislation.”
Videotel’s
ISO
50001
Energy
Management Training Course is estimated
to require six guided learning hours.
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eMAR development continues
Development of technologies under the EU-backed eMAR project is continuing apace, with the development of
new software integration solutions and Single Window reporting software

I

nlecom and DANAOS have announced
that their e-Maritime compatible collaboration platforms enabling interoperability in shipping software solutions are
now available commercially as beta versions,
following successful trials with eMAR partners including DNV and Port of Valencia.
The platforms have been developed as a
result of the EU-funded eMAR project,
with a specific focus on the e-Maritime initiative facilitating Information Exchange
for maritime operations.
The eMAR project involves 27 partners

tive planning of crew, maintenance,
bunkering, fleet scheduling and voyage
optimisation, as well as better planning
synchronisation,”
said
Dr
Takis
Katsoulakos, director of Inlecom Systems.
“For the maritime sector interoperability
limitations have seriously affected the usefulness of shipping software. To date, there
has been an array of system architectures,
data formats, software systems, sensing and
safety devices in use in the maritime sector.”
“Ship, port and logistics operators and
national administrations have to develop
several adaptors, often with a limited useful life, to integrate with a plethora of different systems they encounter in their dayto day-operations. Co-operation and optimisation is practically impossible. This
development resolves these problems.”

Single Window

‘For the maritime sector interoperability
limitations have seriously affected the
usefulness of shipping software’ – Takis
Katsoulakos, Inlecom Systems
from 13 member states working together to
establish a common way for acquiring,
handling, and sharing data.
InleMar (the Portal to eMAR Ecosystem
functions created by Inlecom) incorporates
IT and custom connectivity solutions. The
DANAOS platform offers an architecture
enabling shipping companies to choose
their own mixture of cloud-based and
office-based tasks in order to tailor their
processes according to their needs.
The DANAOS and Inlecom platforms
are interoperable through the e-Maritime
Strategic Framework (EMSF). This means
that joining one gives access to both, as
well as any future additional eMaritime
compatible platforms.
The shipping operations addressed by
EMSF include: fleet management, personnel management, chartering, ship conditions monitoring, loading planning and
optimisation, in addition to voyage management, e-purchasing, cargo management, multimodal logistics integration
management, security and classification.
A number of organisations have already
used the EMSF to publish information
services using both the DANAOS and
Inlecom platforms.
DNV has used it for Navigator Port
arrival and departure reporting and for a
Class Status information service, while
Port of Valencia has utilised it for Manifest
related services.
“The benefits of using the eMaritime
compatible collaboration platforms are
extensive. Cost savings and improved
service quality will result from more effec-

Inlecom is also now offering ship owners
and operators the chance to pilot its
Intelligent Ship Reporting Gateway (ISRG)
free of charge as part of its continuing work
in Maritime Single Window development in
the EU through eMAR, before the mandatory implementation of a Single Window
system in each member state next year.
The ISRG is a software application
enabling shipping industry representatives
to fulfil their reporting obligations to
European maritime and custom authorities: pre-arrival notice, Hazmat, notices to
vessel traffic services, actual arrival /
departure notifications, and ship reporting
formalities such as waste, security, FAL
forms, maritime declaration of health,
entry summary declaration, passenger list,
crew effects, cargo manifests, etc.
Additional reporting requirements can
be included based on a case-by-case
request from the customer. Inlecom says
that the ISRG interface can integrate with
existing ship applications for automated
extraction of required data, as well as automated updating of data models to adhere
to new regulations.
“The ISRG offers a highly flexible and
user-friendly tool for linking voyage/ship
cargo planning information with port formalities reporting for use on-board and
ashore,” said Christos Pipitsoulis, project
officer, European Commission, D.G.
Energy & Transport.
“It streamlines the reporting workflows,
facilitating the exchange of ship and cargo
information among all parties involved in
reporting, respecting their access rights on
a need-to-know basis. It speeds up the time
it takes to report and share information,
while simplifying the process and associated in-house IT systems.”
“Inlecom has been part of a number of
pilot projects over the last five years developing such systems and demonstrating
proof of concept,” added Dr Katsoulakos.
“Currently, the eMAR Project, in which
the maritime authorities of Latvia and
Norway, DNV and DANAOS are partici-

The DANAOS and Inlecom systems are interoperable through the EMSF
pating, is developing prototypes to help
demonstrate how the software, hardware
and infrastructure required to support the
Maritime Single Window could be rolled
out across Europe.”
“The experiences of countries such as
Finland, which have long developed their
own single window systems for commercial
reasons, have also been taken into account.”
Dr Katsoulakos said that his company has
also been working with potential users of the
Maritime Single Window, and noted that a
common thread among companies that have
already invested in their own reporting net-

work is a desire not to duplicate systems.
“Major shipping companies routinely
record crew lists, passenger lists, manifests
and other important data electronically so
they do not wish to enter the data manually for a second time for submission to the
Maritime Single Window,” he said.
“In many cases, Inlecom has been able to
create a bespoke data map from the internal system to the Maritime Single Window
so that reports can be submitted automatically. While this requires an investment in
IT by the user prior to roll-out, the longterm benefits are clear to see.”
DS
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VTS info on tablets for Norwegian coast guards
www.kongsberg.com/en/kds/kncit
Kongsberg Norcontrol IT (KNC) is providing a mobile device version of its Vessel
Traffic Service (VTS) to the Norwegian
Coastal Administration (NCA), under a
new agreement.
In February 2013, KNC secured a contract to provide C-Scope VTS systems to
the Norwegian Coastal Administration
(NCA). The technology being deployed
in Norway will provide satellite-based
earth observation data integrated with
terrestrial RADAR, AIS, and electro-optic
sensors in addition to autonomous Radar
Data Processing and automatic clutter
suppression.
C-Scope uses intelligent information
portrayal features with the aim of not

overwhelming the operator with unnecessary information.
All five regional VTS Centres (Horten,
Kvitsøy, Brevik, Fedje, and Vardø) are
scheduled to be equipped with
Kongsberg’s C-Scope VTS system by 2018.
The mobile version will be implemented
as each centre is commissioned.
Available for iOS and Android mobile
devices, the C-Scope Mobile Application
will provide real-time VTS data for
Norwegian Coastal Administration staff.
The VTS Traffic Image from the NCA’s
five regional centres along the Norwegian
coastline will be available with Electronic
Navigation Charts, bathymetric ENCs,
together with live fused radar and AIS
tracks, shore-based radar video, weather
and hydro data.

“The C-Scope Mobile Applications are
a significant addition to our VTS systems,”
said Jon Leon Ervik, head of the Pilotage
and VTS Department, NCA.
“They ensure that our VTS operators
and managers can access vital, real-time
VTS data on their tablets and smartphones
on a 24/7 basis, which is particularly relevant to enhancing incident management,
should key personnel be off-site.”
Per-Erik Kristoffersen, president of
Kongsberg Norcontrol IT, adds: “Already
in use with National VTS Competent
Authorities in Spain and South Africa,
the C-Scope Mobile Application is a
sophisticated but easy-to-use addition to
any C-Scope maritime domain awareness
system.”
“Though primarily designed to support

The new system provides vessel
information on tablets
shore-based VTS management, because it
offers a live VTS Traffic Image, it also has
real potential for other uses, such as a Pilot
Portable Unit and as an aid for shipping
agents. These are all possibilities we are
looking into.”

Transas sims at Wavelink in Singapore Kongsberg for BP Shipping tankers
www.transas.com
Wavelink
Maritime
Institute,
in
Singapore, has launched a training centre
powered by Transas simulators.
Wavelink is the training arm of the
Singapore Maritime Officers’ Union
(SMOU). The simulation centre, which
cost $4 million, opened in May and is one
of the few facilities in Singapore to house
four different types of simulators in one
location.
The new simulation centre has a class
of 16 workstations to train for ECDIS
operations. The main bridge with 240°
visualisation and secondary bridge with
120° visualisation are based on the
Transas NTPRO 5000 software and will
be used for ship handling training and
certification.
An integrated engine room and liquid
cargo simulator class of 20 workstations
powered by the Transas ERS 5000 /
LCHS5000 software will contribute to

training of engineering watchkeeping
personnel.
The simulator centre will help train
maritime cadets and officers.
“Traditionally, seafaring skills are very
much time-based learning, that is the
longer you work onboard a ship, the better
skills you have. But now with simulation
training, the cadets and officers' skills are
accelerated with real-time feedback in a
risk-free environment,” said SMOU general secretary Mary Liew.
“Thus, they become better officers,
have better jobs and better lives. It is a
win-win situation for them as well as the
shipping companies.”
Andrey Sitkov, Transas Marine
Simulation Business Division, said: “We
are confident that the quality of Transas
simulation solutions will greatly contribute to the challenging task of attracting
more Singaporeans to the maritime industry and increasing the safety of navigation
in the end.”

www.kongsberg.com
Kongsberg Maritime has secured contracts
of approximately NOK 145 million ($24m)
for the delivery of integrated navigation
and automation systems for a series of 14
crude/product tankers ordered by BP
Shipping.
The new builds will be delivered by
STX Offshore and Shipbuilding Co. by
September 2016.
Kongsberg will deliver integrated vessel control systems including navigation,
communication, and automation of
machinery and propulsion systems.
The scope of supply also includes a
tank monitoring and gauging system. In

nies. McMurdo Group combines these
brands: Boatracs, Kannad, McMurdo and
Techno-Sciences, Inc.
Dutch developer VSTEP has appointed Joost van Ree as head of its Sales
Department, to lead the company’s global
sales force for all its simulator products,
including the NAUTIS maritime simulator
and RescueSim Incident Command
departments.

GNS upgrades Voyager
www.globalnavigationsolutions.com
Global Navigation Solutions (GNS) has
unveiled the latest version of its back of
bridge navigation system, Voyager
Planning Station.
GNS says that this new version identifies more precisely the ENCs required for
a voyage. Also, since the Admiralty
Information Overlay can be displayed,
users can make sure that they are fully
compliant with digital navigation regulations.
GNS says that Voyager is compatible
with MS Windows and with all ECDIS in
the market. It adds that it is the only service which provides a complete British
Admiralty updating solution, including
the Annual Summary, the Cumulative List
of Notices to Mariners (NtMs) and the
Admiralty Information Overlay (AIO).
Voyager also provides international
corrections for national chart series,

including US and Japanese and
NAVAREA Warnings. It includes access
to the SPOS weather system from Meteo
Group, the distance tables of AtoBviaC,
and Shipping Guide Ltd’s findaport CD.
GNS was founded in November 2012
by former UKHO executives backed by
Phoenix Equity Partners. It says that it has
since then invested £1.5 million to treble
its software development team and
improve the user interface of Voyager,
among other things.
“All of these latest developments are
future-proofing Voyager, as e-Navigation
technology comes of age,” said Mike
Robinson, CEO of GNS and former CEO
of the United Kingdom Hydrographic
Office.
“We’ve designed Voyager to be easy
for crews to install and use without the
need for IT support. We want to ensure
Voyager provides the very best user experience.”

addition, a vessel performance system will
monitor fuel usage and energy efficiency
and provide decision support on optimal
sailing.
“Kongsberg Maritime is proud that BP
Shipping and STX Offshore and
Shipbuilding Co selected ‘Full Picture’
technology solutions for this massive new
building programme,” said Leif Kristian
Weum, sales manager Merchant Marine,
Kongsberg Maritime.
“We have experienced significant success with our integrated approach to
marine technology in the Merchant Marine
market, and continue to see the ‘Full
Picture’ chosen for control and management of the world’s most advanced ships.”

Norwegian
navigation
solutions
provider Jeppesen has appointed Steve
Mariner as head of commercial marine
sales. Mr Mariner, who is an Incorporated
Engineer and holds an MBA, was previously business development manager for
KH Charts and ChartCo.

Dutch publisher Geomares has
released ‘ECDIS Basics, A Guide to the
Operational Use of Electronic Chart
Display and Information Systems’, a training book written by Ralph Becker-Heins, a
professor of navigation at the University of
Applied Sciences in Bremen.
Jeremy
Harrison,
McMurdo
Group’s UK president, has been elected
to the board of the Comité
International Radio-Maritime
(CIRM), the association representing
the interests of marine electronics compa-
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Global chart distributor Nautisk has
announced two new appointments to its
senior management team. Peter Johan
Pran has been appointed acting head of
Global Sales, whilst Gunnar Aarstad has
taken up the position of acting head of
Global Operations.

http://jeppesen.com
www.vstepsimulation.com
www.geomares.nl
www.mcmurdogroup.com
www.nautisk.com
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KVM FROM G&D.
YOUR BRIDGE TO COMPLETE CONTROL.

Leading the way
in digital KVM
www.gdsys.de

Up on the bridge or down in the engineering
room, you don’t need your computers beside
you to have complete control over your IT
systems.
With G&D’s KVM technology, you can remove
computers from control rooms into one safe
location. As a result, you’ll create more space
with less noise and less heat and enjoy a better
working environment.

G&D
AT SMM
STAND
B6.415

For complete ﬂexibility, users can access the
systems wherever they are on board – all they
need are the necessary peripherals

e.g. a mouse and a keyboard and one or more
display screens.
In addition, KVM systems from G&D deliver
more safety. Our systems not only provide
mission-critical features that monitor our
KVM equipment but they can also measure
several parameters of the systems they’re
connected to.
On ships, in special applications control,
in vessel trafﬁc service (VTS), on offshore
platforms…for complete control with ﬂexibility
the answer is KVM – from G&D.
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French Maritime Vocational School to install engine room simulator
www.km.kongsberg.com
Lycée Maritime Jacques Cassard in Nantes
has signed a contract with Kongsberg
Maritime for the delivery of an Engine
Room Simulator.
The K-Sim Engine delivery will consist
of an instructor station and eight student
stations, with two engine models: MAN
B&W 5L90MC L11 (Very Large Crude
Carrier) and K-Sim Engine MaK 8M32C
M11 (Trawler).
Lycée Maritime Jacques Cassard is the
eighth of twelve French Regional
Maritime Vocational Schools to use K-Sim
Engine for maritime engine room training
courses.
Full mission simulators are already
installed at LPM of Boulogne-sur-Mer,
LPM Ciboure and LPMA JaquesFaggianelli to Bastia (Corsica), while five
other schools including Nantes have chosen K-Sim Engine desktop systems.
“We will use the new K-Sim Engine
ERS to train for marine engine operation
from 750kW to at least 3000kW Engineer
level according to STCW,” said Mathieu
Guillée, instructor at Lycée Maritime
Jacques Cassard.
“K-Sim Engine is certified to STCW and
IMO requirements. The fact that K-Sim
Engine allows us to train to a very high

level and that several other French schools
already use it helped to make Kongsberg
Maritime’s ERS the top choice for us.”
Kongsberg Maritime notes that the 'instructor system' included in the package is
a key component of the simulator set up.
For example, the recently installed KSim Engine at another French facility,
LPMA d'Etel, allows students to virtually
track faults and restore the engine to normal operations, as if they were in a real
engine room on a 60 metre trawler, whilst
giving control to the instructor.

“It’s like being in the heart of a true
engine room,” said Metayer Didier, professor at the Marine Engineering Faculty
of Lycée Maritime d’Etel.
“As instructors, we can create our own
engine failure scenarios based on real conditions, so the students must act accordingly by taking control and following the
correct procedures.”
“In this way, students will be drilled to
handle emergencies with competence and
precision in order to minimise the negative outcome of an incident.”

Danish supplier of voyage data recorders
Danelec Marine has received 11 VDR
retrofit orders from its Italian distributor

www.ecdis.org
Training provider ECDIS Ltd has
announced that it has launched its newly
developed Port Creation service.
Customers will be able to have the key
landmarks of a port and its navigational
aids recreated in 3D. This will allow them
to rehearse navigating in that port.
They will be able to use their virtual
port at ECDIS Ltd’s training centre in
Whiteley on the south coast of the UK near
Fareham, Hampshire.
Alternatively, they will be able to use
the 3D modelling to create their own custom-built simulator for on-site training.

TECDIS recognises
Neptune updates
http://nautisk.com

Eight French Regional Maritime Vociational Schools will now be equipped
with these simulators. PHOTO: Lycée Maritime d'Etel

Danelec receives Italian and Dutch orders for VDRs
www.danelec-marine.com

3D Port Creation
by ECDIS Ltd

Telemar and another eight from its Dutch
distributor Aage Hempel.
Telemar took the order from Italian
shipowner Tirrenia, which is replacing
VDRs on passenger and cargo ships oper-

Danelec’s VDR system will be installed on Tirrenia and Feederlines ships

ating in the Mediterranean. Aage Hempel
took the order from Feederlines, which is
replacing VDRs on eight dry cargo ships.
Both companies are installing DM400
VDRs and will be responsible for shipboard service and mandatory annual performance tests for the VDRs.
“Telemar and Aage Hempel are excellent examples of our worldwide sales and
service distribution network,” said Hans
Ottosen, CEO of Danelec Marine.
“Both companies are very strong in
their technical capabilities and their philosophy of customer service is totally compatible with ours at Danelec.”
In May, Danelec Marine announced
that it is establishing up to 20 certified
service centres. Telemar and Aage Hempel
will be among those centres, which will
maintain an inventory of replacement
units and spares to ensure availability at
short notice to ships around the world.

2014 Conferences and Exhibitions

Chart distributor Nautisk has partnered
with software company Telko to develop a
one-click ENC installation solution and
tool to facilitate chart updates.
Nautisk commercialises Neptune, a
vessel information service which updates
navigational charts among other things.
Telko is the Norwegian developer of
TECDIS, a type-approved electronic chart
system.
Peter Pran, head of Global Sales at
Nautisk, says that TECDIS now recognises
when an exchange set created in Neptune
is inserted into the ECDIS, facilitating a
one-click installation and an automatic
update of a vessel’s ENC cells.
“We are always looking for ways to
simplify onboard tasks for the mariners
that use our services, and we are aware
that ENC updates and handling need to be
as simple and efficient as possible,” said
Mr Pran.
“One-click installation of ENC cells
simplifies the normal update process,
minimising the time taken and number of
clicks required to keep the ECDIS up to
date. Using the one-click ENC download
in Neptune alongside the one-click update
process in TECDIS, we have reduced what
can be a time-consuming task to a twostep process.”
The new feature is available with the
latest software upgrade from TECDIS.
Nautisk says that it is working on other
projects to make ENC handling simpler
with other ECDIS types.

Don’t miss out on the premier events in the shipping industry:
make a date in your diary for our forthcoming conferences and exhibitions

Digital Ship JAPAN
2 - 3 September 2014, Capital hotel Tokyu, Tokyo
To enquire about
Digital Ship Events
contact Youngsuk Park,
E: young@thedigitalship.com,
T: +44 20 7017 3409

Digital Ship SINGAPORE
14 - 15 October 2014, Suntec Convention Centre

Digital Ship ATHENS
26 - 27 November 2014, Metropolitan Hotel
Digital Ship Limited 2nd Floor, 2-5 Benjamin Street, London EC1M 5QL , UK Tel: +44 (0)20 7253 2700
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The system should facilitate
simple chart updating
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NACOS Platinum for Norwegian cruise liner
www.sam-electronics.com
L-3 Marine Systems International (L-3
MSI) reports that it has supplied its
NACOS Platinum navigation system to a
Norwegian Cruise Line (NCL) ship which
recently entered service.
The Norwegian Getaway, which can
accommodate up to 4,000 passengers, is the
sister vessel to the Norwegian Breakaway,
which was launched last year and is
equipped with an identical system. The
324m liner was built by Meyer Werft at its
Papenburg shipyard in northern Germany.
“Following our successful system installations on Norwegian Breakaway, L-3 is
extremely proud to have completed this
major undertaking for the second of the two
largest liners built in Germany,” said Ulrich
Weinreuter, president of L-3 MSI.
The NACOS Platinum navigation system comprises five X- and S-band radars
serially linked to eleven main Multipilot

multifunction workstations for combined
displays of ARPA radar, ECDIS conning
and dynamic positioning operations, in
addition to those for automatic steering
and voyage planning.
The touch-screen units are in turn connected to secondary stations for selectable
displays of data located at port and starboard wings as well as the captain’s cabin.

Norwegian Getaway was also equipped
with VALMATIC Platinum, an Integrated
Automation System (IAS) developed by
associate L-3 Valmarine. It includes a
machinery system, power management
and HVAC systems, a Safety Management
System (SMS) and Emergency Shutdown
(ESD) system, as well as an Information
Management System (IMS).

Norwegian Getaway has installed an integrated automation system

Chinese navsat system receives IMO approval
www.beidou.gov.cn
China’s Transport Ministry has announced
that
the
International
Maritime
Organization (IMO) has ratified the performance standard of a receiver of the shipborne BeiDou Navigation Satellite System

(BDS), state news agency Xinhua reports.
BeiDou is a Chinese equivalent of the
GPS positioning system, though it only
offers regional coverage at present.
The performance standard ratification,
which is key to the application of BDS in
the international maritime field, marks

the first step for China's home-grown
navigation satellite system in its quest to
go global, the Transport Ministry is quoted as saying.
The first BeiDou satellite was launched
in 2000. China wants to expand from
regional to global coverage by 2020.

Portsmouth pilots
choose SevenCs
PPU software
www.sevencs.com
German
developer
SevenCs
has
announced that the Portsmouth pilots
have selected its ORCA Pilot G2 software
to use for navigation.
The Portable Pilot Unit (PPU) software
is distributed by Centerprise International
in the UK.
Specially developed for touch screen
operation, ORCA Pilot G2 can be connected to a variety of sensors and is not limited to specific brands.
The Portsmouth pilots chose it after trying various Portable Pilot Units. “The new
software is easy to use and offers amazing
capabilities,” said Ben McInnes, deputy
harbour master and Portsmouth pilot.
“It is a clear step forward to more safety and efficiency for our daily operation.”
The fully configured units were handed
over to the pilots together with a one day
on-site training course in Portsmouth.
Bjoern Roehlich, sales director of
SevenCs, said: “After successful projects
with tailor-made products in Australia
and Germany where we received the prestigious Safety at Sea Award, we are very
happy to welcome Portsmouth Port as our
first UK client for the new generation of
our PPU software.”

Sharpen
Your Pencil!
accurately estimate ship
operating costs with
AWT’s New Voyage Calculator
www.awtworldwide.com
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Synapsis for new windpark service vessels
www.raytheon-anschuetz.com
The German navigation system manufacturer Raytheon Anschütz, together with its
Norwegian distributor Syberg, has been
awarded a contract for the supply of a
Synapsis Integrated Navigation System
(INS) to two new windpark service vessels.
The Norwegian shipyard Havyard Ship
Technology in Leirvik / Sogn is designing
and building the new vessels. Raytheon
Anschütz says that it will supply equipment from its Synapsis Intelligent Bridge
Control series.
The Integrated Navigation System will
feature two Synapsis multifunctional
workstations for chart radar and ECDIS,
two Synapsis multifunctional consoles for
ECDIS and conning as well as three additional ECDIS, with Weather-Overlay and
other functionality.
Raytheon Anschütz will also supply the
complete sensor system, with two redundant Standard 22 gyro compasses and the
NP 5500 trackpilot.
The conning will provide operators
with the HMI for the new consistent common reference system, providing continu-

ous data integrity monitoring, data quality
indication and automatic or manual sensor
selection modes, as well as with an integrated display for configuration and status
of system functionality.
Raytheon Anschütz says that the new
Synapsis INS provides functional integration of sensor data and other information
such as AIS, NAVTEX, charts, radar, centralised alarm management, system status
display and reliability indication for
important sensors.
The INS also centralises tasks and services such as processing of navigation control data, data storage and distribution,
redundancy and backup management.
Syberg will be responsible for shipyard
support, supply and commissioning of the
INS.
The 84m long ships will be owned by
the Danish shipowner Esvagt headquartered in Esbjerg.
The ships are to be delivered in
December 2014 and March 2015. Siemens
Energy has already chartered the ships to
carry out service and maintenance for the
German offshore windfarms Butendiek
and Baltic II.

Rem Offshore extends Veripos
positioning contract
www.veripos.com
Veripos, a Scottish supplier of positioning
services, has announced that Norwegian
operator Rem Offshore had extended its
contract with the company.
Veripos will provide Rem’s Platform
Supply Vessels (PSVs) with a combination
of its proprietary Standard and Standard2
GNSS data augmentation positioning serv-

Netherlands Maritime Technology launched
www.maritimetechnology.nl
A network of Dutch shipyards, suppliers
and service providers, which used to
call itself Maritime by Holland, has
rebranded itself as Netherlands Maritime
Technology.
Netherlands Maritime Technology
replaces
the
following
brands:
Scheepsbouw
Nederland,
Holland

KJ Engineering reports that its e-learning
module edurosECDIS has been approved
by Japan Radio Co. (JRC) for type-specific
training on JRC ECDIS.
The models thus covered are JAN-701B,
JAN-901B, JAN-2000, JAN-901M and JAN701.
KJ Engineering, a JRC authorised sales
agent in Korea, says that edurosECDIS
combines offline material (which can be
provided on a CD, DVD, or USB stick) and
online training.

www.vstep.nl
Dutch developer VSTEP reports that it
has won a contract to install
three Full Mission Bridge simulators and
three Tug simulators at maritime schools
in Mexico.
FIDENA, which has three nautical
schools in the country, purchased a
NAUTIS Full Mission Bridge simulator
and a Tug simulator for each of its facilities, located in Mazatlan, Tampico and
Veracruz.
The Full Mission Bridge simulators
have a 270° horizontal field of view and
comply with the Class A DNV Standards
for Certification No. 2.14 for Maritime
Simulator Systems and IMO model courses 1.22 and 1.32.
The Tug simulators are desktop trainers
with a 120° horizontal outside field of
view. The Vera Cruz, Altamira, Lazaro
Cardenas and Manzanillo environments
have been added to the simulators for

training. FIDENA also purchased the
NAUTIS Port Creation Tool, which will
allow it to create its own simulator environments.
VSTEP, which won the contract with its
Mexican distributor Edutelsa, will install
and deliver the simulators at the FIDENA
schools in Mazatlan, Tampico and Vera
Cruz.
In related news, VSTEP also reports that
the 360-Control tug & OSV training centre,
whose simulators it supplied, has officially
opened in Amsterdam.
The facility is a joint venture between
Iskes Towage & Salvage and Damen
Shipyards.
Dutch developer VSTEP delivered and
installed two NAUTIS simulators (a 360degree Full Mission Tug Simulator and a
240-degree Desktop Trainer), as well as an
Instructor Station.
To allow scenarios using a vessel and
two tugs, another 360-degree Tug
Simulator will be added at a later stage.

The course has been designed for
nautical officers and captains who
have completed a generic ECDIS training
course (IMO Model Course 1.27). The
training platform is available in English,
Japanese and Korean. It is supported
by PC and Mac, as well as Android and
iOS tablets.
The eduros computer-based training
allows for self-study, but also includes a
final exam with theoretical and practical
questions. Students who pass the test
receive a certificate once their identity has
been checked.

First FURUNO accredited training
centre in Australia
www.furuno.com

VSTEP sims in Mexico

Shipbuilding Association, Holland Marine
Equipment Association, VNSI, HME BV,
HME Singapore and CMTI.
The new identity was presented at
Damen Shipyards on May 8th, with the
official international launch scheduled
during SMM in Hamburg next September.
Companies from the network can now
use the Netherlands Maritime Technology
logo following the rebranding.

JRC ECDIS training on eduros
www.eduros.com

A Synapsis RAN168-OSV-Bridge, similar to that to be installed on these new ships

ices, the latter designed to increase the
availability of GNSS observations during
periods of local masking, ionospheric scintillation or inadequate GPS geometry.
Veripos says these services provide
accuracies of 1-2 metres over ranges
between 1,000km and 2,000km.
The new agreement extends the present
contract arrangement between the two
companies.

Pivot Maritime International has become
the first Australian training centre to
be accredited by FURUNO to provide
type-specific ECDIS familiarisation courses, the Japanese ECDIS manufacturer
has announced.
Pivot Maritime, which provides both
maritime training and simulation, has thus
become part of FURUNO’s NavSkills network of accredited training centres.

“Pivot Maritime has proven to be a valuable partner to FURUNO and they will help
us to provide ECDIS familiarisation training to our many customers in Australia at a
very high standard,” said Mads Friis
Sørensen, manager of FURUNO INS
Training Centre, which is responsible for
FURUNO’s end-user training globally.
Pivot Maritime International will provide type-specific ECDIS training on
FURUNO ECDIS systems to Australian
mariners.

The Pivot Maritime International ECDIS training centre in Australia
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The Digital Ship website has a brand new section!

List your company
in the Digital Ship
Industry Directory and
reach our industry-wide
website visitors*
* 10,000 monthly average

With an internal search engine that allows visitors
to search by country or sector, it ensures your
customers do not miss your company.

Entries allow for a description of your company in
addition to contact details, allowing you to promote
your product or service in the best possible light.

For further information get in touch with
Ria Kontogeorgou | Mob: +44 7815 481036 | email: ria@thedigitalship.com
Digital Ship Limited, 2nd Floor, 2-5 Benjamin Street, London EC1M 5QL , UK.
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MEOSAR – building on three decades of SAR technology
Search and Rescue technology is fundamental to safety of life at sea, and satellite distress systems have helped
to save tens of thousands of lives in the last three decades. New developments in Medium Earth Orbit (MEO)
satellites may help to improve these systems significantly, and make the seas even safer
he International Cospas-Sarsat Programme is upgrading its satellite
constellation by placing searchand-rescue receivers in Medium Earth
Orbit (MEO) satellites, with the aim of
complementing its current Low Earth
Orbit (LEO) and geostationary (GEO)
capabilities and providing quicker and
more accurate alerts by the time it comes
online in 2018.
“The MEOSAR satellites combine the
best of both properties of LEO and GEO,”
says Mickey Fitzmaurice, Sarsat systems
engineer at the US National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
The expected benefits of this new constellation can be best illustrated through
comparison with the way the current system operates.
The
International
Cospas-Sarsat
Programme was established in 1979 by
Canada, France, the United States, and the
USSR. COSPAS is a Russian acronym
meaning, roughly, ‘space system for the
search of vessels in distress’, while
SARSAT stands for ‘search and rescue
satellite-aided tracking’.
In the Cospas-Sarsat system, a distress
beacon – always operating on a 406MHz
frequency – sends out a signal. An orbiting
satellite picks up the signal and sends it
back to a receiving station on Earth, called a
Local User Terminal (LUT), before the information is then relayed to a national Mission
Control Centre (MCC) and subsequently to
a regional rescue coordination centre.
This happens free of charge, with the
only requirement being that the individual
user must have an emergency beacon that
operates on the proper frequency (406MHz).
The Cospas-Sarsat system provides distress alert and location information to
search and rescue authorities anywhere in
the world. Forty-one countries participate
in the Programme: the four parties to the
initial agreement (Canada, France, the US,
and now Russia), 26 ground segment
providers (countries which have a LUT
and an MCC), and 11 user states.
It is estimated that since it was
launched, the Cospas-Sarsat system has
contributed to the rescue of nearly 35,000
people, which amounts to five lives saved
per day. In 2012, most of these people were
rescued after a maritime incident (72 per
cent), far ahead of land mishaps (15 per
cent) and aviation accidents (13 per cent).

T

LEO and GEO
The Cospas-Sarsat originally comprised
satellites in Low-altitude Earth Orbit
(LEO) associated with Local User
Terminals (LEOLUTs).
The LEOSAR system calculates the location of distress beacons using the Doppler
effect on the received beacon signals.
However, because of LEOSAR satellite
orbit patterns, there can be delays between
beacon activation and the generation of an
alert message.
LEOSAR relies on polar-orbiting satel-

lites which, while they don’t provide continuous coverage, do offer a strong
Doppler effect in the up-link signal due to
their low altitude, thereby enabling the use
of Doppler positioning techniques.
When the LEO satellite receives beacon
signals, its on-board Search and Rescue
Processor (SARP) recovers the digital data
from the beacon signal, measures the
Doppler frequency shift and time-tags the
information, and formats the result of this
processing as digital data which is transferred to the satellite downlink for transmission to any LEOLUT in view. This data
is also simultaneously stored on the spacecraft for later transmission.

sight from the beacon to the satellite cannot be overcome because the satellite is stationary with respect to the beacon, and the
beacon to satellite to LUT communication
link is less robust because of the greater
distances involved – the GEO satellites are
36,000km away from the Earth, compared
to the 2,000km maximum of LEO satellites.

MEO
In 2000, the USA, the European Union and
Russia began consultations with CospasSarsat regarding the feasibility of installing
406MHz search-and-rescue instruments on
their respective Medium-altitude Earth
Orbit (MEO) navigation satellite systems:

Cospas-Sarsat participating countries are spread across the world
The content of the spacecraft’s memory
is continuously broadcast on the satellite
downlink, therefore each beacon can be
located by all LEOLUTs which track the
satellite (even for LEOLUTs which were not
in the footprint of the satellite at the time the
beacon was detected by the satellite).
This provides global coverage – but creates delays between the activation of a beacon and the launch of the search-and-rescue operation.
In 1998, the Cospas-Sarsat Council
(Canada, France, USA, Russia) decided to
augment the LEOSAR system by formally
incorporating SAR instruments for the
detection of 406MHz beacons on geostationary satellites – referred to as the
GEOSAR system.
The GEOSAR system consists of
repeaters carried on various geostationary
satellites and their associated ground facilities, called GEOLUTs, which process the
satellite signal.
Geostationary satellite footprints are
fixed with respect to the Earth’s surface,
with each satellite providing continuous
coverage of a third of the Earth’s surface,
thus reducing the delays associated with
LEOSAR.
However, geostationary satellites do
not cover the Poles and, being stationary
with respect to the Earth, they cannot use
the Doppler effect; they can provide location information only if it is transmitted in
the 406MHz beacon message.
Further limitations exist in the fact that
obstructions which may block the line of

GPS, Galileo and GLONASS.
Currently in its Demonstration and
Evaluation phase, MEOSAR is expected to
be quicker than LEOSAR, more robust than
GEOSAR, and to include additional features
such as a return link informing the user that
their distress signal has been received.
Jerry Nardi, senior scientist at TechnoSciences Inc. (TSi, part of the McMurdo
Group), says that MEOSAR will “revolutionise” Cospas-Sarsat.
“As of 2013 there are six GEO and six
LEO satellites in orbit and operational,” he
said during a webinar in late April.
“These satellites orbit the Earth listening for signals transmitted by 406MHz
distress beacons. Depending on the type,
they process the signals on board and relay
the signals to ground stations called Local
User Terminals, i.e. the Cospas-Sarsat
community.”
“Some of the information that is typically coded in a beacon transmission includes
GPS location if it’s available, beacon ID, the
country code and other information.”
Mr Nardi notes that there are a number
of inherent limitations in the technology
currently in use.
“For example, the LEOSAR system can
calculate the position of a beacon but it may
require multiple satellite passes to resolve
the uncertainty, and that results in delays.
The GEOSAR system has coverage with the
exception of the Polar regions and it allows
for instantaneous detachment of beacon signals. However, GEOSAR cannot determine
a position unless a GPS location is transmit-
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ted in the message of the beacon,” he said.
“So what is needed is a new SAR system
that combines the best of the existing
LEOSAR and GEOSAR systems and also
enhances Cospas-Sarsat with features like
feedback to the beacon owner in the way of
return link notification.”
Mr Nardi believes that MEOSAR,
Medium Earth Orbit Search and Rescue,
can solve these issues and offer several key
benefits.
The constellation will consist of 72 satellites positioned roughly 20,000km above
the Earth, and the project is currently in its
Demonstration and Evaluation phase
(D&E) with planned global availability in
the year 2018.
“While 2018 seems far away, there will
be a gradual transition,” said Mr Nardi.
“In fact, several MEO systems are operating today as part of the D&E phase and
there will be initial limited operational
capability with early service of Galileo
available next year.”
There are currently 17 MEOSAR capable satellites operating and 15 MEOLUTs
have so far been installed worldwide.
The three MEOSAR satellite constellations (GPS, GLONASS, Galileo) use transparent repeater instruments to relay
406MHz beacon signals, without onboard
processing, data storage, or demodulation/remodulation. MEOSAR satellite
providers will make their satellite downlinks available internationally for processing by MEOLUTs.
For Mr Nardi, even the fact that the
MEOSAR system will contain such a large
number of satellites is enough to offer substantial improvements on the current set-up.
“MEOSAR will put over six times the
number of existing Cospas-Sarsat satellites
in orbit, resulting in greater global coverage
and more position accuracy. MEOSAR will
immediately relay more beacon signals to
ground stations, thereby greatly improving
timeliness of the system,” he said.
“This is a great improvement over
LEOSAR, which processes one satellite at a
time. To cover the entire globe, LEOSAR
uses store and forward. It can take 46mn
on average to process a beacon and later
relay this to a ground station.”
NOAA’s Mickey Fitzmaurice, who took
part in the same webinar organised by
McMurdo Group, stressed the differences
in the orbital patterns of the LEO, GEO and
MEO satellites as another key advantage of
the new system.
“The LEOSAR satellites are very close to
the Earth and they are inclined in a polar
orbit at 98 degrees. They complete one
orbit every 100 minutes, so they do 14
orbits a day as the Earth rotates under
them, whereas the GEOSAR satellites
operate at about 36,000km above the Earth
and they’re essentially fixed over a spot on
the Earth’s Equator. So as the Earth rotates,
they kind of track along at the same place
and their point of view to a distress beacon
is unchanged,” he said.
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“The MEOSAR satellites combine the
best of both properties of LEO and GEO
because we will have 72 planned satellites
from the three constellations [GPS, Galileo,
GLONASS] and their orbit planes will be
inclined at 55 to 65 degrees – that helps for
coverage at the Poles. Their altitude will
be between 19,000 and 23,000km above
the Earth.”
“On the satellite coverage area, the LEO
satellites have an instantaneous footprint
with a radius of about 3,000km – that is
about 6 per cent of the Earth’s surface. The
GEOSAR satellites achieve about 40 per
cent coverage of the Earth’s surface but
they don’t cover the Poles very well. The
MEOs cover slightly less than the GEOs
but over six times as much as the LEOs and
they orbit approximately every 12 hours,
two times per day.”
Mr Fitzmaurice notes that there are further weaknesses and strengths associated
with both LEO and GEO systems.
For example, LEOSAR satellites use data
processing to determine position, a process
requiring multiple passes which can consequently result in delays. Position cannot be
determined solely by one pass as there is
not a high enough level of accuracy.
In contrast, GEOSAR has a wide, almost
40 per cent field of view of the Earth, but
since the orbit is synchronous with the
Earth’s rotation a blockage of the signal is
more likely, which can only be solved by
moving the beacon – obviously impractical
in a Search and Rescue scenario.
GEOs, because they’re not moving relative to the beacon, can’t use data processing, but can relay distress signals. If GPS
coordinates are within the beacon transmission, that can be utilised, though the
limitations of local obstructions and antenna orientation still remain.
“MEOSAR satellites, they have 38 per
cent instantaneous field of view of the
Earth and they are in 11 to 15 hour inclined
orbits. So they combine the best of operational qualities of the LEO and GEO with
regards to coverage area and timeliness,”
said Mr Fitzmaurice.
“The MEOSAR system requires processing a single beacon distress transmission through three separate satellites to triangulate and accurately calculate the location and the time and frequency.”
“Now, with the plan of 72 satellites in
orbit, capturing those three signals would
be nearly instantaneous, whereas currently
the SAR system can take anywhere from 46
to 100 minutes depending on the distress
beacon location, latitude, and of course the
LEO satellites’ position.”

The role of MEOLUTs
The ground stations used in the MEOSAR
system, called MEOLUTs, will play a fundamental role in the MEOSAR system – as
Mr Fitzmaurice notes, “You can have plenty of satellites but if you don’t have ground
segment, you don’t have global coverage.”
Mr Nardi explained that, as the distress
beacon is picked up by multiple MEO
satellites and relayed to the MEOLUTs,
locations can be calculated more quickly
because multiple satellites are receiving
and relaying the signal at once.
“The flow is more reliable because there
will be redundancy created by the increase
in the number of satellites and antennas in
the system. And locations calculated from

the data will be more accurate because
more accurate measurements of frequency
and time will be done at the MEOLUT,”
he said.
Mr Fitzmaurice said that the goal was to
go from a 5-kilometre search radius in
today’s LEO system to a 30-metre search
radius in tomorrow’s MEO system.
“The search area will be 900 square
metres versus 25 square metres. So the
MEOLUT will be much more accurate than
LEO. And the timeliness will improve a lot,
it will be almost instantaneous,” he said.
Locations are computed in the MEOLUT by processing five ‘unknowns’, as Mr
Nardi explains.
“The values we want are of course latitude, longitude and altitude of the beacon.
But we also have to solve for the frequency
of the transmission and the time of transmission,” he said.
“The MEOLUT actually measures two
pieces of data: the TOA and FOA, this is
the Time of Arrival and the Frequency of
Arrival. We need five pieces of data in total
in order to solve the five unknowns.”
“From three satellites, we can do a little
bit better, we have six measurements in
total, two from each satellite. So by collecting data instantaneously from three
MEOSAR satellites, the LUT can calculate
the location and forward that information
to a Mission Control Centre in real time.”
Mr Fitzmaurice adds that the FOA/TOA
processing performed by the MEOLUTs is
instantaneous, requiring a single burst to
determine all of the required information.
Mr Nardi also stressed that it is important
that MEOLUTs have multiple antennas.
“Time and frequency measurements
from a minimum of three satellites are
required to determine a beacon location.
Each antenna is programmed to receive
signals from specific satellites. Therefore
you need a minimum of three antennas in
order to process signals from at least three
satellites,” he said.
“That is why the majority of MEOLUT
systems installed today have four to six
antennas.”
For example, in the United States, the
MEOLUT at NASA’s Goddard Space
Flight Centre in Maryland has four antennas, while another one at the NOAA centre
in Hawaii has six antennas.
“Having four to six antennas provides a
number of advantages in terms of reliability and coverage. If an antenna is being
repaired, there will be still others available
to process the signals,” said Mr Nardi.
“You can also mix antennas in different
directions and thereby increase your coverage area, for example pointing four antennas
to the West while pointing others towards
the Atlantic gives you great coverage.”
“While having four to six antennas
increases the accuracy and availability of
the MEOSAR system, it also provides the
ability to network between MEOLUTs,”
added Mr Fitzmaurice.
“So for an example, say a beacon is activated in the middle of the Atlantic ocean,
the US Miami MEOLUT only has two
antennas tracking two separate satellites
that cover that area, you could network and
use data from an antenna at a European
MEOLUT tracking a different satellite that
is also covering the area and network it to
provide the third data point that is needed
to calculate an accurate position.”

“Today
the
countries’
specific
MEOLUTs are independent, or standalone, and they’re designed for coverage of
specific areas. But in the future, MEOLUTs
will be networking with each other to
ensure global real-time coverage.”
If MEOLUTs could be placed around
the globe in positions that are equidistant
from each other, eight of them could provide global coverage. However, unfortunately the world isn’t shaped that way.
“Whereas the northern hemisphere is
covered by land mass, the southern hemisphere is mostly water and you can’t put
MEOLUTs out in the middle of the ocean,”
said Mr Fitzmaurice.
“We have an abundance of LUTs in the
northern hemisphere; the southern hemisphere is kind of sparse.”
A recent study looked at the promised
MEOLUTs in the US, Europe, Russia,
Australia, Brazil and a few other places,
but there were still gaps, said Mr Nardi,
noting that the major gap is over Africa,
South Africa. Besides the already planned
installations, he says that two more
MEOLUTs are needed to cover the world.
Mr Fitzmaurice believes that this risk of
coverage holes has also made MEOLUT
networking inevitable.
“Even though it is not a requirement, the
general consensus among the CospasSarsat community is networking will be in
place. And that will make up for areas
where, if you had stand-alone MEOLUTs
and you put them by themselves and they
didn’t network, you would have specific
holes in certain areas of the world,” he said.
Mr Fitzmaurice added that, with the
current discrepancy between the two
hemispheres, “South America, South
Africa, Australia, and New Zealand play a
big role in establishing MEOLUTs. But networking will cover in those areas with
stand-alone MEOLUTs.”

Further development
“Another feature of the MEOSAR system
will be the ability to send a return link signal
to the distress beacon,” said Mr Fitzmaurice.
“Today this feature is being tested and
demonstrated and will only be available
through the Galileo satellites due to the
design of that constellation’s control infrastructure. Potentially, the Rescue and
Coordination Centre will forward a message to the Galileo constellation operator
who will then place a message in the navigation signal that’s transmitted to the distress beacon. This is the return link feature.”
“The Galileo system is currently up and
running and the infrastructure is being
tested for return link. Right now, there are
only a few Galileo satellites that are capable of doing this, they don’t have a full constellation. So it will take a while.”
Once this feature becomes available, Mr
Fitzmaurice says that the rescue coordination centres will be able to send a confirmation message out to the beacon acknowledging that the signal was received.
“That would do a lot for people’s
morale when they are stranded for a period of time,” he added.
“There is also a possibility to remotely
activate a beacon [to search for a missing
ship], turn off a beacon, or even confirm if
the emergency signal is an actual distress
or a false alert.”
Development of this return link capabil-
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ity functionality will require next generation emergency beacons, and Mr Nardi
notes that the next generation 406 beacons
are actually being defined right now.
“For one, they will be capable of working
with both the MEOSAR and the existing
Cospas-Sarsat signal relay system.,” he said.
“Two, they will be designed to increase
the performance and accuracy to within 30
metres 95 per cent of the time within five
minutes of activation. That’s a big improvement over today’s target of 5 kilometres, 95
per cent of the time within 10 minutes.”
“And three, they will also incorporate
the return link feature.”
Mr Nardi also predicts that the
MEOSAR Mission Control Centres will not
look like today’s LUTs.
“Most MCCs that operate with MEO
data would have a 3D graphical information system and monitors to visually represent their coverage area. The coverage area
is actually quite big and a flat Earth doesn’t really do it justice. They will also have
data servers, communication servers and
other hardware devices,” he said.
Mr Fitzmaurice expects the MEOSAR
space segment consisting of GPS, Galileo
and GLONASS satellites to be ready in
2015, but sufficient ground segment infrastructure will only become available in
early 2017.
Initial operational capability will then
ramp up to full operational capability
“hopefully” in 2018.
Mr Fitzmaurice nonetheless believes that
MEOSAR has already demonstrated its
qualities, as illustrated by a “real life situation” in late March, where a hunter in
rugged terrain in New Zealand was climbing up the side of a mountain and got stuck.
“He couldn’t go up, he couldn’t go
down, he was stuck on the side of the
mountain,” said Mr Fitzmaurice.
“He activated his PLB [Personal Locator
Beacon] at 23:30 GMT. It turned out just by
blind luck that the LEOSAR satellite that
would have picked up his signal was just
out of view. If it had been an hour and a
half earlier, the satellite probably would
have been flying right over his head. But in
this case, it was flying to his West and it
was just out of view, and then of course he
was in rugged terrain. When we looked at
the analysis, another LEO wasn’t going to
come by for another three hours.”
“Our second system is the GEO satellites and the satellite that was relative to
this particular incident, at 18 degree elevation and at 62 degrees azimuth, was staring
right into the side of the mountain. So neither of our operational systems picked up
the distress alert.”
Fortunately for this particular mountain
climber, the experimental Hawaii MEOLUT that was still under Demonstration
and Evaluation testing happened to have
two antennas that were tracking satellites
that covered the distress signal, and that
system received over 200 hits over a twohour activation period.
“Because it’s only two satellites and not
the three required, determining the location
through normal processing was impossible,
but this particular beacon had GPS position
encoded,” said Mr Fitzmaurice.
“So this particular case is a growing
example of the benefits and progress the
MEOSAR system has over the current
DS
capabilities of the LEO and GEO.”
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ECDIS lessons
In the almost 20 years since IMO’s early definition of ECDIS, the technology has struggled to gain full acceptance
in the industry – have the lessons of the introduction of ECDIS now been learnt, asks Dr Andy Norris?
CDIS has not had an easy time. Its
extended introduction, still ongoing
after virtually two decades, has
taught us the type of things that can go
wrong with the implementation of radically different concepts and approaches.
We now understand the issues, but
could they have been pre-empted without
the benefit of hindsight?
From the earliest inception of GPS and
GLONASS in the 1980s it became obvious
that only electronic chart usage would be
able to take full advantage of the generally
accurate and reliable positioning data that
such services offer.
This was adequately demonstrated during the first decade of the 21st century during which the majority of ships voluntarily
fitted a non-approved Electronic Chart
System as a ‘navigational aid’, despite having to continue to use paper charts in parallel to meet the requirements of SOLAS.
In fact, the very early definition by IMO
of ECDIS as the approved electronic chart
system in 1995 was probably in part an
attempt to pre-empt the use of unapproved
systems.
Although carried out with the best of
intentions and with good all-round support, it did mean that the requirements had
to be debated and determined by many
who had no prior experience of electronic
charts. Even for those who had, it was very
limited, being such a new concept.
Arguably, this led to a number of suboptimal features being mandated, such as
its minimal display of survey accuracy
information, its often confusing Pick
Reports and the particular detail chosen
for the Standard Display mode.
Another factor arising from its early
definition was naturally having to take
into account the technical limitations of the
time. For example, major changes to symbology from that used on paper charts
were considered essential, mainly to
enable them to be easily distinguished on
low resolution CRT-based displays.
However, none of these relatively minor
issues prevented the rapid adoption of
ECDIS or its safe use. The big problem was
the need to ensure that the displayed chart
data had the same legal equivalence as that
of an official paper chart.
This obviously required national hydrographic offices to be jointly involved with
the definition of ECDIS, working through
IHO. Their contribution was essential and
very effective, especially concerning the
development of the technical standards
for ENCs.
Unfortunately, it turned out to be a far
more difficult and lengthy task than
expected for them to be able to generate
and maintain a dataset that gave adequate
global coverage.
It was not until 2009 that IMO became
confident that sufficient data would be
available to allow the publication of a

E

schedule through to 2018 for the mandatory
fitment of ECDIS on larger vessels. But by
then most vessels had already fitted ECS.

Training
Regrettably, despite the 14 year period
between the availability of the first performance standards for ECDIS and IMO’s
issue of mandatory carriage requirements,
it is only in the last few years that problems
with its introduction have been so hotly
debated.

be resolved. However, surprisingly difficult problems arise when getting down to
find a solution because there are also good
arguments against excessive standardisation within this area.
It is not just an issue for ECDIS and is
becoming increasingly problematic for
other bridge equipment. The problem is
being explored as part of the e-navigation
programme but consensus on an acceptable solution is some years away – it is far
from being obvious.

Software

The introduction of ECDIS has been hotly
debated since 2000
By far the biggest of these has concerned training, initially concentrating on
the availability of a good Model Course
and then with the industry having to get to
grips with the cost and complexity of the
many thousands of seafarers needing
generic training.
The learning process was made more
demanding by the significant symbology
differences between ENCs and paper
charts, and the inclusion of display options
that are primarily in place to ease the viewing of data on low definition displays.
Worries in 2014 are now very much
more focussed on the issues of type specific familiarisation.
ECDIS performs relatively complicated
tasks but models from different manufacturers have rather different controls and
menus to effect this, even though the chart
images and the basic facilities available on
different models are very similar.
This significantly complicates the process
for users to become familiar with a particular ECDIS before undertaking a watch.
The expense and pragmatics of effective
familiarisation, not least when individuals
change ship, is continuing to cause concern
within the shipping community. Why are
ECDIS from different manufacturers
allowed to be so different?
It is a good question – which still has to

For many vessels ECDIS is effectively the
first software-complex statutory system
ever
installed
on
the
bridge.
Unfortunately, it brings additional layers
of management that have previously not
been required.
To maintain type approval it needs to be
updated with the build of software conforming to the manufacturer’s latest instructions. This is aimed at eliminating any newly
found operational deficiencies and to
ensure that it can accept ENC data to the
latest standards, which change over time.
‘ECDIS anomalies’ caught the headlines
a couple of years ago when it was found
that not all systems were displaying certain specific situations according to how
IHO intended. The resolution of these
problems needed software updates to
many systems.
Although initially alleged to be the
result of poor software procedures, most of
these were subsequently found to be due
to previously unforeseen possibilities in
the misinterpretation of certain complex
requirements.
These particular issues now seem to
have been resolved by appropriate software updates. However, additional problems will inevitably keep coming to light
because of the complexity of ECDIS,
underlining the vigilance needed to ensure
that systems are using the appropriate software version.
If the software in use has been superseded, the type approval of a non-updated
system is compromised and therefore
could result in legal consequences, not
least in the event of an accident.
Ship operating companies must have
procedures in place to deal with the complexities of software updates for all bridge
and other safety-related equipment.
Unfortunately, to maintain type
approval software updates currently have
to be performed by an approved installer,
creating additional expenditure – and
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some further understandable negativity
about ECDIS.
Issues concerned with the maintenance
of type approval and the potential introduction of software viruses make this a difficult problem to be resolved. However, an
effective solution must be worked on as
part of the e-navigation programme.

Lesson learnt?
For many reasons ECDIS has been a very
special case. It has introduced new concepts of navigation and now finds itself at
the forefront of e-navigation, not least giving us much better insight into how its
future components should be configured
and introduced.
The move towards e-navigation is
inevitable simply because it is just a reflection of the evolution of the world we are
living in.
Our world not only provides the mainstream technology base and expertise but
also the expectations of how such technology should be used in providing greater
safety and environmental protection.
ECDIS has highlighted that the user
interface is a major issue for such complex
bridge installed systems because of its
direct relationship with familiarisation. The
two must therefore be considered in parallel
when the requirements are being set.
Also, when legislating for complex new
equipment concepts there should be parallel physical testing of the evolving requirements to ensure that the requirements are
effective.
ECDIS has underlined the need for software-based systems to be easily updateable, which should not have been a surprise in this modern age. However, it has
also emphasised that there is a need to consider more cost effective ways of keeping
type approved equipment updated while
not compromising software security.
The ECDIS anomalies issue perhaps
implies that the type approval process for
complex functionality bridge equipment
should be reviewed to reduce the likelihood of more obscure defects.
Perhaps we should change the emphasis towards reviewing the techniques and
results of the manufacturer’s own comprehensive testing procedures to the
issued standards, supplemented by independent tests to provide spot checks on
their veracity?
This may be the only pragmatic way of
ensuring that suitably comprehensive testing has been carried out in the new e-navigation world.
DS

Dr Andy orris has been well-known in the maritime navigation
industry for a number of years. He has spent much of his time managing high-tech navigation companies but now he is working on
broader issues within the navigational world, providing both technical and business consultancy to the industry, governmental bodies
and maritime organizations. Email: apnorris@globalnet.co.uk
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Intellian the technology
leader in maritime
satellite communications

We’ve got
you covered.
Intellian is proud to introduce a complete range of FleetBroadband solutions with the FB150, FB250, and FB500 terminals.
From compact single user solutions to intensive use on board merchant and offshore vessels the Intellian FB-Series is the fast,
reliable choice to stay in touch whilst at sea. The Intellian FleetBroadband products are a reliable way for vessels to access
phone, data and internet communications. Built in Wi-Fi and Ethernet ports, Geo-fencing and logging functions make Intellian
FB products a safe choice.
Wherever you operate, Intellian FleetBroadband has you covered.

See the full FB range at
intelliantech.com

